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ABSTRACT
The phonological rules governing Texmelucan Zapotec 
verb allomorphy are presented here as part of the phono­
logical component of a generative grammar of the type 
conceived of y Chomsky and Halle but modified by Stamp©, 
Rhodes and ethers. This modified theoretical framework 
has been referred to as natural phonology. Basic to 
the theory of natural phonology is Stampe’s observation 
that two distinctive types of phonological principles 
opera.te in natural languagest natural processes which are 
innate and rules which are learner. The natural phonemic 
level is seen to relate to these principles.
In section is Lower Level Phonology, those principles 
which operate below the natural phonemic level are discussed. 
They are natural processes. In section 2» The Phonology 
of Verb Irregularity, those principles which operate above 
the natural phonemic level are discussed. Segmental 
phonology is discussed first. Then suprasegmental phonology 
is discussed, Phonological principles which operate above 
the natural phonemic level are of three types» syntactico- 
phonological rules, phonological rules, and natural processes 
Natural processes which operate above the natural phonemic 
level all involve contextual neutralization. In section Ji 
Morpheme Structure, surface structure constraints are
vii
discussed. The at* are often violated in the underlying form 
and provide motivation for phonological rules. Thus they 
are expressed at the natural phonemic level.
The theoretical framework in which this thesis is 
written has given insight into some problem areas in 
Zapotec morphology. Of special interest is the section 
on suprasegmental phonology. In this section the phonologic­
al principles of tone perturbation which operate over the 
whole of the grammar are related to grammatical principles 
operating on verbs. A relationship is seen to exist between 
tone? laryngealisailon, glottalization and stress, 
relationship led to an abstract analysis for tone on 




Texrnelucan Zapotec (hereafter TZ) is spoken by 
about three thousand people in the municipio of San 
Lorenzo Texinelucan, District of Sola de Vega, Oaxaca, 
Mexico. The municipio is composed of one town., San 
Lorenzo Texinelucan, and six smaller settlements: El 
Rio Nube, El Carrizal, Palo de Lima, Rancho de Talea,
El Zuchil, and El Arador. Almost all of the speakers of 
TZ live in this municipio, and no Spanish speakers live 
among them. This fact along with geographical isolation 
probably contributes to an extremely high degree of 
monolingualism.
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The closest linguistic neighbors of TZ are Zaniza 
Zapotec and Elotepec Zapotec.'^ These dialects have been 
referred to as Papabuco in the literature (Upson and Long- 
acre, 19d5f Harvey, 19 6 8s Rendon, 1971). They diverge so 
considerably from other Zapotecan languages that Rendon’ 
considers them to be distinct.
Como dijimos al prlncipio del artxculo, podemos
considerar que el papabuco es un idioma indepen-
Slhe only dialects of Zapotec that the people of San 
Lorenzo recognize as being the same language as their 
own are Zaniza Zapotec and Elotepec Zapotec. Their eval­
uation of the situation is confirmed by the results of 
dialect intelligibility testing of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics (on file in Mexico City) and by comparison 




dents tanto dal zapotaco oomo del chatino; per© 
quada incluido dentro de la mi am a fsmilia que 
Integrant £stos. (1971: 221-222)
Although Rend6n does not mention TZ as being a dialect
of Papabuoo, I include a list of equivalents for the forms
cited, by Rendon in Appendix III to show the relationship.
0.2 Zapotec Verb Morphology
IMUSIUnwiBMIUKUmi
In 1955, Velma Pickett published the first extensive 
study of Zapotec verb morphology. In the pap3r she 
presents a detailed study of the structure of the 
Isthmus Zapotec verb, many of the characteristics of 
which carry over into all Zapotecan languages. In 1 9 %  
Larry Lyman published a detailed study of the Choapan 
Zapotec- verb. He makes many of the same generalizations 
as does Pickett. A major contribution is made, however, 
in the identification of the "impersonal syntagmeme" 
and the "infinitive syntagmeme" neither of which occur 
in the Isthmus. Two additional characteristics of the 
Choapan Zapotec verb do not occur in the Isthmus, The 
first is racurritive aspects distinct from primary aspects* 
The second is overtly marked subject oi’ientation.
In May of 1976 Donna Marks completed her M.A, thesis on 
Sierra Juarez Zapotec Verb Morphology. In it she nicely 
summarizes Pickett and Lyman and discovers a similar 
structure for the verbs of Sierra Juarez Zapotec, On© 
feature of Sierra Juarez that may be especially significant 
is what Marks calls ’subject orientation". "These verbs 
express some kind of emotional or c. mental or physical
condition*,. The subject-oriented verb stem (30i:s) is 
derived by the sufflxation of f-nl} to the subject- 
oriented root (S0R)." (Marks 5 14.8-50). This differs from 
vrhat Lyman calls subject orientation both in terms of the 
morphology and in terms of semantics. The marking for 
subject orientation In Choapan is proposed to the stem and 
semantic a?„ly it seems to express ’benef active *, A 
morpheme similar to Marks® "subject-orientation", although 
not reported in the literature for any other Zapofcecan 
language, has been reported for Ghatino (Pride: 25)*
Marks® major contribution to Zapotec verb morphology, 
however, lies in her section on tonomechanios. This is 
the first really serious attempt to describe tone 
substitutions on Zapotec verbs. Two of here generalizations 
seem to be especially significant as they operate in TZ 
as well. First, "the first person singular... has, In 
its morphologically regressive perturbing affect, a 
raising influence upon the verb stem...” (Marks: 100)* 
Second is the raising influence of potential aspect 
on the firat syllable of the verb stem (Marks: IGi*}*
Inez Butler has forthcoming a fourth detailed 
analysis of the Zapotec verb. "La  Grammatica del Zapoteco 
de Yatzachi el Bajo" is especially valuable for the large 
amount of data it presents. Yatzachi Zapotec differs 
from the others mentioned in several respects. Butler 
identifies a plural morpheme which is preposed to the 
verb stem. There is also a skewing of negative and aspect
3
not found in the others. Other studies have appeared 
over the years, but these four have been the most 
extensive. In them we see the basic structure of the 
Zapotec verb, dialectical differences being seen in the 
number of aspects overtly marked, in the number of 
pronominal categories and in several grammatical categories 
that seem to have a sparse distribution among Zapotecan 
languages.
The present study contributes to the understanding 
of the Zapotec verb in several ways. First, it should be 
of interest to the linguist interested in comparative or 
historical study inasmuch as it contains a considerable 
amount of data from a Zapotecan language that diverges 
considerably from those already published. In order to 
make the paper more useful in this respect I have included 
in Appendix I sixty-six full verb paradigms representing 
every alternation I have noted thus far. In Appendix II 
I have also included a list of one syllable single 
morpheme nouns and adjectives as evidence for contrast 
and morpheme structure.
In terms of verb morphology, TZ is unique among 
the Zapotecan languages in that there is a skewing 
between form and meaning in negative-aspect sequential
limitations. This is discussed in section 2.1.2. The 
discussion of verbs derived from adjectives, (sections
2.1.6 and 2.1.?), is also not mentioned in previous works.
5
Probably the most significant contribution of this 
study, however, is in the area of tone. In this section 
I present the phonological principles operating over the 
whole of the grammar and relate them to grammatical 
principles operating on verbs and adjectives. The gram­
matical principles, while differing in detail from those 
expressed by Marks, are seen to be similar in other respects. 
In this section I also describe a relationship between 
laryngeal!nation and tone that has not been reported for 
Zapotec.
This study represents the only attempt to describe 
Zapotec verb irregularity from within the framework of 
generative phonology. Thus, I arrive at solutions to 
some problems that are quite different from those proposed
s.*' • ' ! •  £■<’ \ •
in earlier papers. Although this analysis presents 
potential solutions to many problems, TZ is quite different 
from other Zapotec languages, and these solutions will 
have to be confirmed by the detailed study of the phonology 
of each individual language. Nevertheless, two aspects 
of the analysis presented in this paper seem to be so 
widespread that I suggest certain refinements in the 
earlier studies. The first aspect is with respect to 
only a single principles round vowels never follow /b/ 
or /ro/ in native words. In section 2.2.2.2, I suggest 
that certain alternations in verb stems which have been 
treated as morphologically defined altei'nations are really 
the automatic result of a very regular principle. In the
6
second case, I suggest a reinterpretation of certain 
phonological sequences and morpheme breaks different 
from those made in earlier studies, Zapotec is an example 
of a language where there is strong phonological pressure 
for a unit interpretation of labialized and palatalized 
velar obstruent stops, but where the unit interpretation 
greatly complicates the morphophonemics. Within th 
framework of generative phonology, there is no problem 
since in the UF, where one is dealing with morphc 'honeraes, 
a sequence interpretation can be used. Then ome 
point in the derivation, interpretation can be switched 
to a unit interpretation. In section 2.2.1 I show that 
the unit interpretation for labialized velars by Pickett, 
Lyman, Marks, and Butler has caused them to overlook an 
important phonological generalization resulting in a 
complicated morphophonemics, in failure to identify one 
of the allomorphs of causative and in one case in an 
incorrect phonemic analysis. In Y tzachi Zapotec b and 
w are in complementary distribution, hence, they are 
allophones of the same phoneme. Thus g , k , R do not 
have phonemic status.
0.3 Natural Phonology
The phonological rules governing TZ verb alioraorphy 
are presented here a part of the phonological component 
of a generative f uamar of the type conceived by Chomsky 
and Halle but modified by Stampe, Pyle, Kiparsky, Rhodes 
and others. his modified theoretical framework has been
referred to as natural phonology. There has been a 
considerable amount of material published on this model 
and I will not repeat it all here. Rather, I will discuss 
certain basic assumptions that relate to technical aspects 
of the phonological component of a grammar of T2 presented 
in this study.
0 .3 .I Phonological Rules
Basic to the theory of natural phonology is Stamps*s 
observation that two distinctive types of phonological 
rules operate in natural languages* natural processes 
(hereafter "processes" for the language-specific case) 
and learned rules (hereafter "rules"). Processes are 
innate physiologically or mentally motivated substitutions 
that operate to make pronunciation easier. They are not 
antifeeding opaque. Hence they do not tolerate exceptions, 
antifeeding orders or global reference. They may be 
optional but are nonsuspendable.̂  Rules are learned. 
Phonological motivation may be obscure. They tolerate 
exceptions and grammatical restriction. They are not 
optional but may be suspended. They follow the alternation 
condition (Rhodes 1973: 530).
While the theory makes specific claims about the 
general characteristics of rules and processes, certain 
specific properties of rules are yet controversial.
Hence I discuss the assumptions made in this study.
■̂ For further discussion of Stampe’s concept of 
natural process see Bjarkrnan (197.5) •
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Although Stamps and Bjarkman suggest that processes 
may not be extrinsically ordered (Bjarkm&n 1975s 68), 
for purposes of this study, I assume that rules and 
processes are partially ordered. Appendix IV summarises 
the constraints on rule order. I also assume that rules 
have the ability to look back at the underlying form; 
i.e.„ phonological environments may be global. See 
section 2.2.2,3 for an example of such an environment.
I also assume that rules have the ability to apply 
iteratively reading from left to right or from right 
to left. Although these issues affect the form in which 
the rules are written, they should not affect the analysis.
0.3.2 Natural Phonemic Level 
Early generative phonology recognized only two 
significant levels of phonological representation, The 
most abstract level they called the "systematic phonemic 
level". I refer to this level as underlying form (UP).
The leas-"- abstract level they refer to as the "systematic 
phonetic level”. Concerning this level, Schane makes the 
following observation;
Interestingly, these derived representations are amazingly similar to taxonomic phonemic represen­
tations, precisely because the phonological rules 
found in the literature map abstract underlying 
segments specified with binary features into less 
abstract surface segments also specified with binary 
features, segments which contrast on the surface. 
This similarity between "quasi-abstract" derived 
representations and traditional taxonomic phonemic 
representations has not been appreciated in current 
generative phonological discussions. (1973. 98)
nave
,:hus in actual practice early generative phonologists 
;er. concerned primarily with morphophonemics:
-hey have been concerned with rules that governi. e.,
morph n  alternation. This is what Kiparsky notices when 
he re .ignites an intermediate level such that all 
phone ogical principles applying above that level obey 
the a lernation condition: i.e., they do not affect  
segme :s that don’t alternate (Kiparsky 1968}. Kiparsky 
thoug . that this intermediate level was the phonemic 
level :f structural linguistics. Rhodes (1973s 530) 
shows hat the level differs from the autonomous phonemic 
level t least in that there are certain types of 
neutr. ization that are allotted below the level* He 
sugges s that the level is the Natural Phonemic level.
I ref-; to this level as surface form iSF) .
ne characteristic of the Natural Phonemic level 
is thi there are no rules ordered after it. At the 
preser time there is controversy as to whether or not 
conte> sensitive processes may be ordered above it.
Rhodes (1973) claims that they may not. Whenever a context 
sensit /e natural process is ordered above the Natural 
Phoneir : level, it is acting as a rule: i.e., it is 
learnt? . Bjarkman (1975) k however, following Stampe, 
confer 3 that some context sensitive natural processes 
are or ered above the Natural Phonemic level and some 
below t.
the present study, there are phonological
10
principles applying above the Natural Phonemic level that 
in terms of the metatheory are clearly natural processes. 
The one thing they all have in common and the reason 
for occurring above the Natural Phonemic level is that 
they all involve contextual neutralization. I have 
called these principles processes.
0.3*3 Non-phonological Aspects of Rules
Unlike processes, rules may be grammatically 
restricted in their application. Rules may be restricted 
by syntactic structure. For example, Rule 7t Adjectival 
Tone states that ton® of an adjective in the noun phrase 
is high tone. Rules may also be restricted by syntactic 1 - 
features. For example, Rule 10s Potential tone adjustment 
states that tone on the first syllable becomes j>T hi] 
in the potential aspect. Rules may be restricted by 
morphological features. For example, Rule ZZt b-lenition 
applies only tc native morphemes. Rule Progressive
perturbation applies only in the presence of a morpheme 
marked with the diacritic [+P], the class of perturbers.
I follow the convention cf writing morpheme featurt as 
if they were a part of the segment.
Sometimes rules apply only to a small section of 
the lexicon. These rules are called Minor rules and I 
follow the plus rule convention for such. Also, unlixe 
processes rules tolerate exceptions. I follow the minus 
rule convention for indicating exceptionality. Those 
morphemes which fail to condition a certain phonological
Mtiara
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rule are marked Q-ctxt R...]. Those morphemes that fail 
tc undergo a phonological rule are marked [-chng R...3*
Following Pyle (1973), I assume that boundaries are 
not a part of the phonological string. They are indicated 
only in UF and 1 assume that the theory has some means, 
like global reference, of referring back to them. I also 
follow a system of degraded boundaries. When boundaries 
are present in a rule, this means the male applies only 
in the presence of at least that boundary. If the 
boundary is + » the rule will apply in the presence of 
any boundary. If the boundary is the rule will apply 
in the presence of any boundary except +. If the boundary 
is #, the rule will apply only in the presence of #.
Only three grammatical boundaries are used in this study*
+, #. If a rule is constrained not to apply across
a boundary, this is stated as a condition on the rule.
In the phonemic transcription, a space indicates a word 
or clitic boundary that has not been obscured by contraction.
1. LOWER LEVEL PHONOLOGY
1.1 Phonemes 
1.1.1 Features
Phonemic distinctions are adequately expressed in 
terms of binary distinctive features. Most of these 
features are used in the ordinary way and require no 
further comment, [nasal], [laryngeal], and [check], 
however, require an explanation. I will discuss these 
features in their respective order.. ' ' 'e. : $ i. y- ■ _• . ' ' ' ■
‘ .f /_ . • '• ^  .) ■ ;
I posit a series of nasalised vowels as phonemes 
in T2, in spite of the fact that some generative phenologists
i h  '■ '.'■••• • •' •• c ‘ ■ ’ vv-' ' : 1 »•**• ■ . _ •, . . 7 •//*%. "
have claimed that surface nasalized vowels should always 
be treated as an underlying sequence of an oral vowel 
and a nasal consonant. For example, Harms writes,
"the nasal contrast is not known to occur with vowels 
at the phonemic level. In the systematic phonemic 
analysis of languages with nasal vowels (such as French,
Igbo), the interpretation of these as vowel plus nasal 
consonant has consistently proved superior to the unit 
nasal vowel solution," (19&9i 36). In TZ, however,






, wk aan 'medicine'
yaan ‘corn silk”
ri “I will arrive*
rin •We will arrive*
The interpretation of V as nV is unlikely and that 
too can be ruled out by contrast.
&yikya •I will do*
gyiky na *We will do*
i 'my salary*
ni • this*
A syllable nucleus in TZ may be either unmodified,
aryngealised or glottal!zed, as the following illustrate
* lard*
zaa * beans * .
za* 'fresh corn*
yu • dirt*
yuu * cargo *
yu' * house *
Laryngealiaation (marked W )  will be designated by the 
vowel feature [laryngeal]. Glottal!satdon (marked V*) 
will be designated by the vowel feature [check]. I consider 
glottal to not enter into linear sequence with other 
segments for the following two reasons. First, the rules 
do not treat the glottal as a [-syllabic] segment. Person 
markers, for example, do not contract on stems ending in 
[-syllabic] segments (section 2.2.2.6). They do however, 
contract on glottal-final stems just as they do on other
syllabic]"-sterns. Note the following.
SF UF
zaay mi {kt aaay^mi) ’she will smoke*
sab mi (sabĵ mi) ’her clothes’
lorn (lô rni) 'her face*
yaam (yaa^rai) ’her hand’
yu’m (yuVni) ’her house’
Seconds the rules group glottaliaation and laryngeal!zation 
together. For example, mid tone lowers on both glottal!sect 
and laryngeal!zed vowels (section 2,3*1*2). Thus, I 
wish to refer to glottal!station and laryngeal!nation 
in the same way» with a vowel feature.
1*1.2 Interpretation
Interpretation of sequences is based first of all 
on the requirements of phonological rules and secondly 
on pattern pressure. Pattern pressure would suggest that 
A r*, &w, i / , gw , \y, r ? / need to be interpreted as units. 
Given this interpretation, there would be no consonant 
clusters morpheme final in native words since the only 
possible final clusters are /ky, gy , 3. , ny/. Also there 
would be no initial clusters of three or more phonemes 
since the only possible three consonant morpheme initial 
clusters ir native words are /pk 'r, bly, pkw , ngw/. The 
rules also give strong support for the unit interpretation. 
A rule that deletes velar obstruents, for example, also 
deletes /g A / {section 2.2.2.x). Also, /n/ assimilates 
to the* point of articulation of the following consonant
(section 2.2.2.?). However /n/ becomes /ny/ before
not /rj/. One rule, however, views these phonemes 
as clusters. Also, there are many clear instances of 
morpheme boundaries which interrupt the clusters. Thus, 
in the underlying form and early in the phonological 
component, I refer to these segments as sequences. Rule 27, 
however, switches the interpretation. Late rules and all 




p b t d k kw g gy gw 6 j s z % z f  m n A  ij 1 1" r h
cons + t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
syl - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - -
ObS + + '♦■ + + +  + + + 4- + + + + + + 4--- ~ - - - - -
ant + + + +-■- - — - ~ - -  + + « -  + + + -  - + -
cor — - t t - + ~ - + ~ + + t + + + — - + + — + + + —
Sib - - - - - -  - - - - + + + + + + -  - -  - - - - - -
cont - - -  - -  - - - - - - -  + j + + - + + - +
nas - - - - - -  - - - - - + + - -  - -
vd - + - + + + - + - + - + -  + + + + 4 +  + -
hi + - + + + + -  -• + +•■ — - + ~ ~ + — -
frt - - + - + + -  - + ■*•--- + - - + - -
rnd - - - - - -  + - -  + - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - -
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Vowel
i e a o u y w VV V # a>i V
consonant
syllabic + + + - + + + + +
high + - -
f ront -f -i - -  - + -
round -  - - + +• ~ +
nasal - + + ->
laryngeal T - + -
check «* ~T - - +
Tone
high fall mid low
& Mi -
T high + + - -
T low + +
/f/ and /h/ occur primarily in words clearly of 
Spanish origin. I know of only one native word with /h/ 1  
/n^uh/ 'drop'. /p, I, n/ when not in a cluster occur
only morpheme final in native words. Since there are no 
final clusters in native words, there is no contrast 
between /n/ and /ng/. I treat /ry as a phoneme rather 
than as an allophone of /n/; otherwise 1 would be required 
to posit a unique morpheme final cluster /ng/ with later 





/& / becomes [+cont] following a vowel.
P6: d-lenition
d -— -s** [+cont] / V_____
Conditions morpheme bounded
/wadeda/ [wade'da] *1 will not cross*
(UFs wa+ded+a)
/bed/ [be*©]2 * 'Pedro*
/bidr/ [bi*9R] ‘jar8
The first /d/ in the first example was not affected by 
P6 because the rule is morpheme bound, /d/ is only 
followed by a vowel, a word boundary* or an /r/.
1.2.2 Fortis-lenis
Velma Pickett (1968) refers to Isthmus Zapotec 
consonants as being divided into two major contrastive 
groups* fortis and lends. The following four processes 
characterize this contrast in TZ.
P?s sibilant 1engthening
C — — > [+long] / _____#
t-«]
'""1 discuss tone processes in section 2.3*1* Up 
until that point, I do not write tone on illustrations 
as it does not enter into the discussion. Tone is written 
on each form in the appendix.







— t> [-̂ -aspirate] / #
P9: vowel lengthening











P10 i obstruent devoicing
■+ [-V<1] / _#j+obs 
Jtvd _
Word initial contrast is characterized by the feature 
[voiced], P? states that word final voiceless sibilants 
are long. P8 states that word final voiceless stops are 
aspirated. P9 states that vowels are long word final or 
before voiced consonants. P10 states that obstruents are 
devoiced word final, thus neutralizing a major distinctive 
characteristic of obstruent phonemes. Contrast is preserved, 


























/bek/ [>ekh] * necklace*
/beg/ [be‘k] 4 comb'
/tub/ [tu*p] •one*
As P9 indicates, two degrees of ncnphonemic length
need to be recognized. Note the followings
SF UF
ltn *  [ Z U n ^ Jjl/nyi 'It is soft*
l in * [&*!»*] $£ny ‘good quality*
l i t  [&£th] l i t "red-headed woodpecker*
The vowp.i of the :first example is [2 long] because it
precedes a clitic boundary which has been obscured by
contraction (section 2.2.2.6)i In the second example,
the vowel is [1 long] because it precedes a voiced consonant• _ '"'A. h« ? 4 - J ■ ''*}*
In the third example, the vowel is [-long] because it 
precedes a voiceless consonant.
P7 , P8, P9 must precede PIG. P7 and P8 are in 
antifeeding order with P10 since PIO would create the 
environment upon which P7 and P8 could operate, but does 
not.




P9 and PIO are in antibleeding order as PIO would
destroy the context which would allow P9 to apply.
■’For a discussion of how Natural Processes relate 





P6: d~lenition if? in antibleeding order with PIG 
which would destroy the context to which p6 applies# 
/bed/
P9 be * d 
P10 tfbe * t 
p6
There is no contrast between velar obstruents and. 
their palatalized counterparts before front vowels, 
only palatalized, velar ehn+r'uents ow^ur in that position.
In the phonemic transcription, 1 write palatalization 
before front vowels for two reasons. First, it is often 
indicated, in the underlying forms UP; k+yiky+a becomes 
SPs /gT iky a/ !1 will do*. Second, native reaction is 
that palatalisation Is ‘"there”»




PI: p al a l ai i z a t ion
1 *2 .14. Diphthongizatlon
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/nan'V [na*yny] 6 inside *
/nan/ [na*n] * soot*
/laky/ [laykyh] ‘flat*
/lag7/ [lay-ky] 8 liver*
/mbalya/ [mbay*lya] 'ray compadre*
1.2.5 r-devoicing
,/r/ is devoiced word final or word initial preceding
a consonant.
PI 21 r-devoicing
r ~~— j> f-vd] / ( i t G l
— - f  \
/rlagy§/ [Rl/kya] *1 want...8
/ b id r / [bi-«R] * jar8
/lorn/ [Io*ruj “hello*
/tir/ [ti-R] *bullet*
/rang/ [ra*na] •I ara hungry*
1 -•'al Fronting
In T2, there is no contrast between velar stops
and alveolar stops before /y/< Allophoni c&liy* however
palatalized velars are fronted before round vowels.
P19* Palatal fronting






/gy«ba/ [dyu-bg] *1 will ride*
A yup/ [tyuph3 ’ two*
'river*/ gyoo/ [_dyoo:]
/k,yoo^/ £ty ool] *god*
The last example shows that in borrowing the Spanish 
dios, it was perceived as being initiated by a velar. 
Although these stops are perceived as being articulated 
at a position forward in the mouth, strong native reaction 
is that they are velar.
1.2.7 Initial Glottal Insertion 
An initial glottal is inserted in words that are 
vowel initial in their UF's.
Pl4s Initial glottal insertion
/i/
/us/





1.2.8 Mon-obstruent G1 totalization 
The feature [+checkj of a vowel is transferred to
a following word final Cm, n, ny, 1, y, v?}. The vowel
when loses the feature.
PI5* Glottalization
Cm. n, ny, 1, y, w ] --- > [+check] / V #[tcheckj
Pl6t Glottal deletion
[+check]--- > [-check]/_____[+check]
/ z i  • 1/ [zil*] * only*
/yu’n/ [yun*] 'our house*
/yu6 ny/ [yuny*] 'her house*
/yu'm/ [yum*] 'her (resp) house'
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/yu * y/ [yuy * "J ' hi s house *
/yu*r/ [yu*R] *your house®
All non-obstruents with the exception of ,/r/ combine 
with [check] in this way. The features fail inasmuch 
as they do not group these non-obstruents together.
1.2.9 Echo




-stress / (5 F
L** J J
Conditionss (1) optional
■' V : ■ i t(2) utterance final
bi* 2£ bi1'i
h * or 'e
aa* ®£ ssa''a








An aveolar obstruent stop is inserted between 














gan ru [g& vndru] •you will handle8
gul ru tgu*ldru J •your grandfather*
nan^ru [na^•n^dru j •your abdomen*
bii^ru ['biy *lydru ] * your sister (of a. woman)*
gy.i.ky ras yu [g^iykyhtras •yu] f he will torment* (lit! do torment he)
lagy ru [la^*k^tru] ’your liver*
2.0 THE PHONOLOGY OF VERB IRREGULARITY
2.1 Verb Morphology
TZ verb morphology, to a large extent, is typical of 
that d e sc r ib ed  by Velma Pickett (1955) for Isthmus Zapotec 
and by L a r ry  Lyman (196*0 for Choapan Zapotec. The main 
differences are in the number of grammatical categories 
o v e r t ly  expressed in the verb and in the phonological 
shape each category assumes. Isthmus Zapotec, for example, 
overtly makes eight aspectual distinctions. TZ on the
summarise typical Zapotec verb structures 
Verbs with intransitive stemsi
(Causative increases transitivity.) 
Verbs with transitive stems*
(N), ASP,(PASS),(CAUS),TV-STEM,(ADV),
(Passive decrease: transitivity.)
Verbs with derived stems:
Motion orientations
inflected with potential
a sp ec t
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In the d is c u s s io n  th at fo llow s*, m y  p rim ary  in te n t  
will not toe to re p e a t  in  g r e a t  d e t a i l  what has been sa id  
about Zapotee verb  m orphology. Rather* I  w i l l  l im i t  my 
d isc u ss io n  to is su e s  im m ediately  r e le v a n t  to  T2 phonology. 
T h is  goa l w i l l  in v o lv e  id e n t i f i c a t io n  o f  morphemes, a 
statem ent o f  what u n d e r ly in g  forms a re  and i l l u s t r a t i o n  
o f  su r fa c e  s t ru c tu re s  th at w i l l  need to  be accounted f o r  
by the p h o n o lo g ica l r u le s  in  the fo l lo w in g  s e c t io n s .
I  w i l l ,  however, p o in t  out o u tstan d in g  d i f fe r e n c e s  between  
the verb  m orphology o f  TZ and o th er Zapctecan  lan gu ages ,
2 .1 .1  A sp ec t
I  co n s id e r  th a t  TZ r e g u la r ly  marks fo u r  a sp e c tu a l  
c a te g o r ie s  in  the v e rb t  p o t e n t ia l  ( P ) * h a b it u a i - c o n t in u e t iv e  
(H ) r com pletive  (C )*  and u n re a l ( U ) . The u n d e r ly in g  
form  fo r  the p o t e n t ia l  a sp e c t  i s  {k + J . Note the fo l lo w in g
su r fa c e  m a n ife s ta t io n s  of  t h i s  .form:
SP UF
g^ifc^a k+y iky+a ' I  w i l l  do '
kwig * a k + b ig y *a ' I  w i l l  t h i r s t '
h k+ya+a ' I  w i l l  go *
aaka k+z&k+a "I  w i l l  secs*
The u n d e r ly in g  form  f o r  the h a b itu a l  a sp e c t  i s  £ r + } .  
Not© the fo l lo w in g  s u r fa c e  m a n ife s ta t io n s  o f  t h is  forms
SF TJF
ras&ka r+ssak+a *1 see*
raa rty a + a • I go®
r ik ya r+y ik y +a ' I do '
2?
ryuba r+yub+a *1 seek*
yrorr a r+yeny+a *1 understand *
yeta r t y e t+ a 9I descend*
The underlying form for the completive aspect is [gb+}. 


















gb+a^#pkaal+a *1 fall asleep* 
gb+zi+g, *i bought*
gb+yez+a *1 was anchored*
The underlying form for the unreal aspect is [ngy*}. 











*1 should have seen*
*1 should have been 
thirsty*
*1 should have lied*
*1 should have guarded*
n^g^al pkaala ngy+al#pkaal+a *1 should have fallen
asleep*
The alloaorph in the last example occurs on all £-cons3 
initial stems and its presence constitutes one test for 
determining whether a stem is [-cons] initial or C+consj
initial.
Isthmus Zapotec  marks fo u r  a d d it io n a l  a sp e c tu a l
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categories on the verb* incampletive, perfective, 
continuative (distinct from habitual), and stative.
Nothing in TZ corresponds to the Isthmus Zap©tec "incom- 
pletive" or “perfective”. In a few TZ verbs, the distinction 
between continuative and habitual is marked, Note go I 52*
P gya




In all verbs of this typee habitual is marked with the
, •;<■*&! 3ft' v ■
p r e f i x  /r*/ and continuative with 0* Sine© verbs making 
this distinction are few in number* I do not include them
.W;
in  th is  s tu d y .
A few TZ verbs -have, forms corresponding to Isthmus
, * ' ‘ ■ ■. ' :■ 'v;
Zapotec category “stative". Note the following.
: *1 V f £  i\ ? Z ' ■%\/ ■ ’1•It is...,* M * ' *1 will...,
close noow nyi ( gyoow nyi soowa nyii
open naal nyi g^al nyi laala nyii
sleep nas nyi gas nyi gaasa nyii
empty naat nyi Xaata nyii
handle nan nyi dana nyii
hear neny nyi renya nyii
Although these words clearly correspond to Isthmus Zapotec 
statives, I do not consider the category to be a productive 
one since these forms are rare. I have therefore omitted 
these forms from the following discussion also.
2.1.2 Negation
The most outstanding difference between TZ and 
other Zapotecan languages is in  the s e q u e n t ia l l im it a t io n s  
between the negative and a sp ec t  p r e f ix e s .  In  TZ the 
negative prefix precedes 'the a sp ec t  p r e f i x  and i s  marked 
by underlying {_wa-f}. The two a liom orphs th a t  occur a re  
illustrated, by the fo l lo w in g  exam ples.
SF UF
waduta wa+dut+a * I  w i l l  k i l l®
wut ru wa+duVru 4You w i l l  k i l l 4
Both forms are  u n in f le c t e d  f o r  a s p e c t - - a  f a c t  abou t the  
morphology th at w i l l  be d isc u sse d  be low .
In  Isthmus Zapotec , and in  Choapan Zapotec* n ega tio n  
i s  f a i r l y  s t r a ig h t  f o n  a rd . W ith the excep tio n  o f  com* 
pletive a sp e c t , n ega t io n  i s  accom plished  by m ere ly  add in g  
the n e g a t iv e  morpheme to the v e rb . In  the case  o f  com­
pletive a sp e c t , the u n re a l morpheme re p la c e s  the com pletive  
morpheme in  n e g a t iv e  form s.
In TZ, however, th ere  i s  a skew ing between form  
and meaning, In n e g a t in g  the p o t e n t ia l  id e a , the verb  
is uninflected fo r  a sp e c t . (Hence, t h is  form c o n s t itu te s  
a second test f o r  i d e n t i fy in g  the i n i t i a l  m argin o f  the 
verb stem.) Thus it is g lo s s e d  N. In n ega t in g  the 
habitual idea, the verb is in f le c t e d  w ith  the potential 
morpheme. Thus it is g lo s s e d  N+P. In  n ega t in g  the com­
pletive idea, the verb is in f le c t e d  with the unreal mor­
pheme followed by the potential morpheme. Thus it is
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g lo s se d  N+U+P. The interplay between aspect and negative
is i l l u s t r a t e d  by do 3.
SP UP
p gyikya k+yiky+a ' I will do"
H rikya r+yiky+a •I do*
C bikya gb+yiky+a “I did*
U n V i k ya ngy+yiky+a M should have done*
N wayikya wa+yiky+a •I will not do*
N+P wagyikya wa+k+yiky+a ‘ I do not do*
N+U+P wangyikya wa+ngytk+yiky+a •X did not do*
The negative aspect interrelation just described is 
regular, occurm^g.in all verbs?* ..Thus the basic verb 
paradigm consists of the seven forms illustrated by do ,3 
for each subject person. I will throughout the pr.per 
consistently use the morpheme glosses introduced above 
since the English, translation does not adequately reflect 
the morphology.
2.1.3 Motion Auxiliary
A motion auxiliary can typically be bound to the 
Zapotec verb to indicate "movement to do." In TZ it 
consists of the entire stem of go II 10. It requires 
the stem of the main verb to be inflected with the potential
aspect.
P Sa gyikya k+ ya/k+yiky+a *1 will go to do*
H rz& gyikya r+ya/k+yiky+a "I go to do*
C gwa gyikya gb-s ya/k+yiky+a "I went to do®
On [_>consj initial stems, potential aspect is indicated
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by the devoicing of the stem initial consonant.
P tuta ktya/k+dut+a 'I will go to kill®
2.1.^ Causative
One characteristic of the Zapotec verb is its ability 
to morphologically increase transitivity. In TZ this is 
done by a set of first order prefixes, some of which are 
suppletive. 1 take suppletive to mean that no phonological 
generalization is to be made. The suppletive members of 
the set will be supplied by spelling rules and will thus 
be part of the underlying; form. Underlying forms, therefore, 
consist of the following set» £t+* k+, s+, z+, 1+}.
Note the following illustrations. Underlying forms are in
parenthesis.
non-caus, caus.
fold raS kyup nyi rtuc kyup nyi
(r+a$#kyupj^nyi} (r+t+a?#kyup^nyi)
eat rony rgoow nyi
(rtdow^nyi) (r+k+dow^nyi)
thirst rbigy nyi rkwiigy nyi
(r+bigy^nyi) (r+k+bigy^nyi)
be afraid rjib nyi r&Lib nyi
{r+Iibj^nyi} (r+k+Jib^nyi)
scatter rya? nyi rSaaX nyi
(r+ya^nyi) (r+^+ya^nyi)




(r+ y a a / n y i)  
descend y e t  n^i
(r+yeVnyi)
(r+% +yaa^nyi) 
r l e t  ny i
(r+I+yeVnyi)
r l e t  n^i 
C r+ l+ y e V n y i )
The su b se t  £$+, s+ » z+» I t ,  1+ } occu rs on ly  on /y~/ i n i t i a l  
stem s. Phonetic s im i la r i t y  w ith in  the s e t  in d ic a te s  th a t  
the members p ro b a b ly  come from  a common h i s t o r i c a l  so u rce .  
I t  i s  u s u a l ly  the case th a t  w herever £ l+ )  occurs { ! + }  i s  
an a lt e r n a t iv e  f o r  the same sp eak e rs .
2.1*5 Passive-*
In  TZ, t r a n s i t i v i t y "  ban- be m o rp h o lo g ic a lly  d ec reased  
w ith  the p a ss iv e  p r e f i x  £d u t } .  Isthm us Zapotec has no ■ 
p a ss iv e  bu t  Choapan does.' Lyman c a l l s  i t  “ im p e rs o n a lis e r "  
( 2 3 ) Bat i l l u s t r a t e s  the  p a s s iv e  w ith  a  t r a n s i t iv e  v e rb  
and w ith  a  ve rb  th a t  has been  c a u s a t iv iz e d .
SP UP e a t  26
g o r  k+dow/ru 'You  w i l l  e a t*
dugorb k+du+dow^nyi ' I t  w i l l  be eaten*
goow ru  k+k+dow^ru 'You  w i l l  f e e d '
dugoow ru  k+du+k+dow/ru 'You  w i l l  be f e d ’
2 .1 ,6  In c e p t iv e
In  TZ, bu t n o t in  Isthm us Zapotec , the stem o f  
go I  9 £ya} can be bound to  a s t a t iv e  form to  in d ic a te
The p a s s iv e  morpheme i s  never  used w ith  in t r a n s i t iv e  
verbs to in d ic a te  u n sp e c if ie d  subject as in  ’ someone san g .*  




0 entrance into a state.'
ADJ *It became... *
bald yag^ byayag^ nyi




A small class of adjectives can be made into verbs
w ith  the prefix {a+}. Note the fallowing where underlying
form is in parenthesis.
*...person1 *he will be.,.*
bored mbeky sed gazeed yu
(mbeky#zeed) (k+a+zeed^yu)
angry mbeky zi lag^ gazi lagy yu
(mbeky#si#lagy) (k+a+zi#lagy^yu)
hot rabeky zig gazig yu
(rabeky#zig) (kta+zig^yu)
sick mbeky rat garat yu
(mbeky#rat) (k+a+raVyu)
thin mbeky rit garit yu
(mbeky#rit) (k+a+rit^yu)
2,1.8 Pronouns
There are seven subject pronouns in TZ, six of
which contract to form alternates.
cross 2k guard k9
Ip sg (+a) deda nya
3^
Ip pi inc i^na] ded na yrr an
2p C/ru) ded ru nyar
3p mas C/̂ yu] ded yu n-̂ ay
3p fem {jtnyi } ded n^i n W
3p fem reap {^mi} ded mi nyam
3p animal ipW} ded roa n^a m©
Object pronouns are the same as subject pronouns 
except for Ip sg which is £#y? , It is a free  form and 
never contractse 2p object, although phonetically identical 
to 2p subject* also does not contract. I suggest accounting 
for this by positing different boundaries for the two forms. 
Note the following list of object pronouns with boundaries 
and illustration of contraction.
*he will kill
Ip sg £#y§:3 kut yu ya
Ip pl inc Cj&ia} kut yun
2p £#ru] kut yu ru,
3p mas f/yu] kut yuy
3p fem l/nyi} kut yuny
3p fem reap [/mi] kut yum
3p animal £ĵ ma} kut yu ma
2.1.9 Plural
TZ optionally marks plural on nouns and pronouns
with a prefix {de+},
be© 'fox'
debez ’foxes’
Pronouns contract with the plural prefix in the normal way.
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3p fem resp dem
3p animal de ma




Bound adverbs can occux* between the stem and the 
subject pronoun.
*he will .., eat*
r e a l l y C/gaal] gow gaal yu
more {Air} gow a i r  yu
inappropriately £Aon} gow ton yu
a g a in £+ga*} gowa*y
on ly £Ai'l) gow si’l yu
ju s t £Ai) gow ziy
em p h a tic a lly  [ + L ]  £ / la ) gow laay
b e fo re  L + L ] £Aala} gow gaalay
w i l l f u l l y C/nap-i'la] gow nap lay
s t i l l [/ru*} gow ru'y
soon £ ^ g u iy} gow g u ly yu
te  f u l l e s t  ex ten t gow z a ’ y
ve ry l/ga} gow g;a' y
e x c e s s iv e ly i A a a d ] gow la a d  yu
well [/baa] gow baay
2,2 Segmental Phonological Rules 
Rules of the segmental phonology are of two types? 
syntactico-phonological rules and phonological rules.
Syntactico-phonological rules occur early in the phonological 
component and are usually ordered before the phonological 
rules. By definition they operate in a grammatically 
defined environment whereas phonological rules do not? 
i.e., syntactico-phonological rules refer hack to the 
syntactic structure. In TZ, they are largely concerned
with verb stem alternants .and therefore include what
■' ' *4 f' - ~ *  '  / '  c, .have been called stem formation rules. Although phonological
rules never refer to syntactic strictures, they often
refer to boundaries, to exception markings, and to ether
markings that restrict the application of the rules.
Rules tolerate exceptions. Rules arc often restricted
in their application. These arc two ways in which they
differ fro® processes. In the discussion 'that follows,
I will discuss syntactico-phonological rules first and
then phonological rules.
2.2.1 Syntactico-phonological Rules 
Alternations in the verb stem may involve either the 
initial syllable margin or the syllable nucleus. A verb 
stem may be vowel initial or consonant initial. Although 
the stem may be initiated by virtually any consonant, only 
three /d, 1, r/ ever have irregular alternants. Furthermore,
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these three consonants may alternate in only one of three 
ways? they may he deleted, they may be replaced by /k/» 
or they may be replaced by /b/. I first discuss rules 
deleting stem initial consonants.
The initial consonant /d, r/ of a verb stem may be 
deleted in forming the second and third person stem.
Sing 31 and beat 6l illustrate this deletion.
sing 31 beat 6l
Ip lp
SF UF SF UF
p dula k+dul+a ruza k+ruz+a
H rdula r+dul+a druza r+ruz+a
C bdula gb+dul+a brusa gb+ruz+a
U ndula ngy+dul+a nruza ngy+ruz+a
,N wadula wa+dul+a waruza wa+ruz+a
N+P wagdula wa+k+dul+a wagrusa wa+k+ruz+g.
N+U+P wandula wa+ngy+k+dul+a wanruza wa-s-ngy+ktruz+a
2p 2p
P gul ru k+dulj^ru gaz ru k+ruz/ru
H rul ru r+dul/ru 1 u. z ru r+ruz^ru
C bill ru gbtdul^ru guz ru gb+ruz^ru
u nygyuul ru ngy+dul/'ru nygyaz ru ngytruz^ru
N wul ru wa+dul^ru waz ru wa+ruzrru
N+P wagul ru watk+dulj^ru wagaz ru vm+k+ruz/ru
N+IHP wangul ru wa+k+ngy+dul^ru wangaz ru wa+ngytk+ruz/ru
/l/ is not known to delete in this way. One complication




S F UF SF UF
p duba k+dub+a kub ru k+dubj^ru
H rduba r+dub+a rub ru r+dubje‘ru
C bduba gb+dub+a bdub ru gb+dub^ru
U nduba ngy+dub+a rr g^uub ru ngy+dub/ru
N waduba wa+dub+a wub ru wa+dub^ru
N+P wagduba wark+dub+a wakub ru wa+k+dub^ru
N+U+ wanduba wa+ngy+kvdub+a wankub ru wa+ngy+k+dub/ru
The < aletion occurs here in every form in the second and 
thirc person paradigm except for C. Two rules account for 
these stem changes.
MR2a* deletion 1
:'d?— -*► 0 /  +___ __V in [2p, 3p}, not C stem
irj
WRjt deletion 2
fd )----» 0 /  +_____V in (2p» 3p] * C stem
Irj
Gall 60 and wait 51 require the application of both rules. 
Catei 30 requires the application of only the first rule. 
The niles are both minor since not all stem initial /d, r/ 
del* t®* e.g.., cross 24 and arrive I 5 5*
Deletion of the stem initial consonant occasionally 
©e< urs in forming the causative stem. Sat 26 illustrates 




SF UF SF UF
p daw jr+daw+a gor d+dow^ru
H rdaw r+daw+a ror r+dow^ru
C bdaw gb+daw+a bdor gb+dow/ru
N wadaw wa+daw+a wor wa+dov,y'ru
N+P wagdaw wa+k+daw+a wagor wa+k+dow^ru










An alternative analysis would be to consider the 
initial stem consonant as being replaced by /g/ in forming 
the causative. The fact that stem initial consonants 
sometimes alternate with /k/ (see discussion of k- 
substitution below) would suggest this as a possibility. 
Causative, however, is in other cases a first order prefix. 
One allomorph of this prefix is /k+/ as thirst 18 illus­
trates .
4o
t h i r s t  18
IP Ip  oaus
SF UF SF UF
p i t * 1 k+bigy+a kwiigya k+k+bigy+a
H rb ig ^ a r+ b ig y + a i'kwi i g^a r+k+bigy+a
C b ig^ a gb+bigy+a pkwiigya gb+k+bigy+a
U m big,ya ngy+bigy+a nkwiig^a ngy+k+bigy+a
N w ab igya wa+bigy+a wakwiigya wa+k+bigy+a
N+P wakwigya wa+k+bigy+a wakwiig^a wa+k+k+bigy+a
N+U+P wankwigya wa+ ngy+k+bigy+a wankwiigya wa+ngy+k+k+bigy+a
The pi'inciple which voices £k+} in eat 26 is needed
independently of present considerations. Should the 
alternative be chosen, however, the causative of. ea.t 26
^Accurate morpheme breaks cannot be made on the sur­
face in TZ. Here, for example, a phoneme would have to be broken up as the labialization of /kw/ clearly comes from 
the /b/ that initiates the verb ste.... In other cases coa­
lescence destroys the boundary between two morphemes (see 
MR23; vowel raising and rounding and R25» w-deletion in 
section 2 .2 .2 .2  below), or epenthesis adds a segment that 
does not belong on either side of the boundary. (See R39« 
y-epenthesis in 2.2.2.5*5 Perhaps it is because of this 
fact that Pickett (1955; 228), Lyman (1964: 34), Butler 
(197651 82) and Marks (19?6: ) all make the morpheme break
before the /kw/ on forms such as kwigya ‘I will thirst.’ 
Thus, they miss the very regular generalization
b ---w / k________
(for further discussion of this rule in TZ see section 
2 .2 .2 .1 ) and complicate their moiphophonemics by concluding that there are two morphologically conditioned allomorphs 
of verb stems like thirst 18s kwigY and bigY.
Although there is strong phonological evidence for 
the unit interpretation in TZ, this is one case where the 
unit interpretation complicates the morphology from the 
structural point of view. The ramifications of the unit 
interpretation are especially significant for Yatzachi Zaput-ac since [_b3 and [w] are in complementary distribution 
and hence allophones of the same phoneme. The unit 
interpretation has therefore led to an incorrect phonemic 
analysis.
kl
would not be a prefix* I have, therefore, rejected this 
solution in favor of the first. The following rule accounts
for this deletion.
MR6: d e le t io n  3
d --- *. 0 /  +____ v in caus stem
The second type of alternation that may occur is a 
replacement of the initial consonant /r, 1/ by /b/ in 
forming the second and third person stems. Call 60 and 
wait 51 illustrate this alternation.
call 60 wait 51
Ip IP
SF UF SF *■ UP
p re^a k+re^+a lezg.
. . . 4 -
k+lez+a
H drê ja r+re^+a rleza r+lez+a
C bre'ja gb+rej+a bleza gb+lezta
U nreja ngy+rej+a nleza ngy+lez+a
N warejg wa+re^+a waleza wa+lez+a
N+F wagre^a wa+k+reja wagleza wa+k-rlez+a
N+U+P wanreja wa+ ngy+k+r ejf+a wanleza wa+ngy+k+1 e z+a
2p 2p
P ru k+rej^ru kwez ru k+lez^ru
H rbel ru r+rel^ru rbez ru r+lezj^ru
r*O bre$ ru gb+re^/ru blez ru gb+lez^ru
U rabê f ru ngy+re^'ru rnbez ru ngy+lez/ru
N wabeg ru watre^/ru wabez ru wa+lez^ru
N-rP wakwe^ ru wa+k+re^Wru wakwez ru wa-f-k+lez^ru
N+U+P wankwe3 ru wa+ngy+k+re^/ru war*kwez ruwa+ngy+k+lez/ru
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Again* the alternant floes not occur in the second and th ird  
person completive form s, /d/ is not known to a lt e rn a te  
with /b/. The fo l lo w in g  ru le  accounts f o r  th is  stem 
formation p ro c e ss .
MR4 j b ~ su b s t itu t io n
b _V in  (2 p , 3 p ] , not C stem
The th ird  type o f  alternation that may occur i s  the 
rep lacem ent o f  /d, 1, r/  with /k/’. This alternation occurs 
in some form s o f the second and third person stem. Fill 33» 
d i s t r ib u t e  .52* and s e t  59 illustrate these alternations.
fill 33
lp 2p . , ' ' t i
SF UF S.F ■ , , UF..„
p du* k+du*+a ku * r k+duV^u
H rdu* r+du*+a rgu'r r+du*^ru
C bdu* gb+du'+a bdu * r gb-f du'.̂ ru
u ndu* ngy+du'ta ngu*r ngy+duVfu
N wadu" wa+du'+a wu’r wa+du V**u
N+P wagdu' wa+k+du'+a waku * r wa+k+du Vfu
N+U+P wandu' wa+ngy+k+du * +a wanku9 r wa+ngy+k+du * ĵ ru
distribute 52
lp 2p
SF UF SF UF
P leza k+leez+a k^ez ru k+leez/ru
H rleza r+leez+a rg^eez ru r+Ieez^ru
C bleza gb+leez+a bleez ru gb+leezj^ru
U nleza ngy+leez>a n^g^eez ru ngy+leezj^ru
N w aleza w a+ leez+a wayez ru w a+ leez/ru
N+P w agleaa w a+k+leez+a wak^eez ru wa+k+ieez/ru
N+U+P w anleza wa+ngy+k+leez+a wankyeez ru
wa+ngy+k+le e  z/ru
s e t  59
ip 2p
SF UF SF UF
P r i l a k+ril+a kyi£ ru k+ril/ru
H d r i l a r + r i l + a rg^is ru r+ril/ru
C b r i l a gb+ril+a brii^ ru gb+riis/ru
u nrila ngy+ril+a n^g^il ru ngy+ris/ru
N warisa wa+ril+a wayil ru vra+ril/ru
N+P wagrila wa+k+ril+a wakyil ru wa+k+ril/ru
N+U+P wanril'a wa+ngy+k+ril+a wank^iI ru
wa+ngy+k+ris/ru
In v e rb s  o f  th is  type , /d, 1, r/ are replaced by /&/ in  
fo rm ing  the second and third person stems for P, H, U,
N+P and N+tM-P. /d , 1, r /  are deleted in forming the stem 
o f  second and th ird  person for N. Again, the alternate 
form does n ot occur in  the second and thix-d person of C.
The f a c t  th a t  /d , 1, r/ are deleted in  one form would 
su g g e s t  an a l t e r n a t iv e  a n a ly s i s :  th at the three consonants  
a re  d e le te d  in  fo rm ing  the second and third person stem in  
a l l  forms excep t f o r  C. The /k/  in P, N+P, and N+U+P 
v/ould then be a p r e f i x  f o r  the p o t e n t ia l  aspect, /ng/  
would be the p r e f i x  f o r  second and th ird  person  u n re a l .
The /g/  in  the second and th ir d  person  h a b itu a l form s, 
however-, would be p ro b le m a t ic . I t  appears  to be a stem
consonant. Furthermore, in verbs with vowel initial stems, 
p o t e n t ia l  aspect } is always voiced. While there are 
a few exceptions to this rule among verbs in which the 
stem initial consonant is deleted, in verbs of the type 
under discussion, this /k/ is never voiced. This is what 
one would expect if the /k/ is a stem consonant, Also, 
second and third person unreal is problematic for the 
alternative analysis. The allomorph of unreal that occurs 
in  all clear cases of vowel initial stems is /n^gV.
For consonant initial steins, it is /«/• Hence, were the 
stem initial consonant deleted one would expect *nyg^u’r 
‘you should have filled,* ngu•r is what one would expect 
with a consonant initial stem. I, therefore, reject the 
alternative analysis in favor of the first analysis, which 
is expressed by the following rule.
MR2b: k-substitution
e!) r k l
If--- ^ [0 J / +____V in
"t 2p» 3p], not 
i2p, 3pi. N
For some of the same verbs as undergo deletion 1 or 
k-s ibstitution, /d, 1 , r/ are replaced by /g/ in forming
the passive stem as is illustrated Ky strike 2 2 , 
strike 22
Ip 2p
3F UP SF UF
p di k+di+a kyir k+di/ru
H r d i r+di+a rg^ir r+di^ru
C bdi gb-t-di+a bdir gb+di/ru
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u ndi ngy+di+a nyg^ir ngy+di/ru
N wadi v/a+di+a wayir wa+di^ru
N+P wagdi wa+k+di+a wak^ir wa+k+di^ru









Handle 25 and drill 56 show that the principle operating in 
forming the passive stem is not the same as the one oper­
ating in forming the second and third person active stem 
because distinct processes apply to each.
handle 25
lp lp pass
SF UF SF UF
P dana k+dan+a dugana k+du+dan+a
H rdana r+dan+a rdugana r+du+dan+a
C bdana gb+dan+a bdugana gb+du+dan+a
U ndana ngy+dan+a ndugana ngy+du+dan+a
N wadana wa+dan-t a wadugana wa+du+dan+a
N+P wagdana v/a+k+dan-fa wagdugana wa+k+du+dan+a
N+U+P wandana wa+ngy+k+dan+a wanduganawa+ngy+k+du ‘-dan+a
2p
p gan ru k+dan/ru
H ran  ru r+dan/ru
C bdan ru gb+dan^ru
U n^g^aa ru ngy+daiVru
N wan ru wa+dan^ru
N+P wagan ru wa+k+dan^ru
2p pass
dugan ru  k+du+dan/ru
rdugan  ru  r*du+dan/ru
bdugan ru gb+du+dan^ru
ndugan ru  ngv+du+ daiij/ru




dr i l l  56
ip
3P
P r id a
H d r id a
C b r id a
U n r id a
N, w ar! da
N s*P w ag rid a  




k + r i id + a
r + r i id + a
g b + r i id + a
n g y + r iid + a
w a + r iid + a
w a + k + r iid + a
w a+n gy+k+riid+a
SF 0F
kyid  ru  ,. k + r i id ^ r u
rg y i i d  ■ ru  r + r i id ^ r u
0r i l d . r u  g b + r i id ^ ru
nygy i i d  ru  n g y + r iid ^ ru
way i d  ru  w a+riid j^ ru
vakyi i d  ru  w a + k + r iid ^ ru
wankyi i d  ru
wa+ngy+k+r i  i  d^ru
P
3p pass  
dura,id nyi k+du+i ■ i  i  d^nyi
H r d u r i id  nyi r+ d u + r iid / n y i
G b a u r i id  nr i gb+du+r i  id^-nyi
U n d u r iid  ny .i n g y + a u + r iid ^ V d
N w ad u r iid  ny i wa+du+rlidfnyi
N+P w agd u riid  ny i w a*k+du+ri idj^nyi
N+U+P w an du riid  ny i wa+ngy+k+du+ri i d^nyi
k?
The stem is  uniform  throughout the p a ss iv e  paradigm . The 
im portant th in g  to note about handle 25 i s  that the stem 
rule a c t in g  on a c t iv e  forms i s  one o f d e le t io n  w h ile  the 
ru le  in  form ing the p a s s iv e  stem i s  one of rep lacem ent.
Drill 56 shows that a stem ru le  may ac t  on an active form 
and not on a p a ss iv e  form . C3.early then, the rule governing 
stem changes in  p a s s iv e  constructions is different from 
k -s u b s t i t u t io n ,  a lth ough  they are similar in appearance.
The fo l lo w in g  ru le  expresses this replacement.
MR5 : g-substitution^
Alternations may also occur in the verb stem nucleus. 
These may involve either vowel quality or laryngeal!zation.
(s e c t io n  2 .3 .3) since there is a relationship with tone 
which needs to b© expressed. Before looking at the alter­
n a t io n  in  vowel, quality, I first consider a word with an
/ a /  i n i t i a l  stem.
/ g /  could be an u n d e r ly in g  /k/ s in ce  a l l  such stem conso 
nants are vo iced  in  the p a s s iv e  stem (s e c t io n  2 .2 .2 .3 )*
V in pass stem
I d is c u ss  laryngoalization under Suprasegmental Phonology
f a l l  a s le e p  2
Ip
'" I t  i s  im p o ss ib le  to determ ine whether or n ot th is
c gus pkaa la gb+aS#pkaal+a
u rr ’g'^as p k aa la ngy+af£#pkaal+a
N was pkaala. wa+as#pkaal-fa
N+P w&gas pkaa la wa+k+ as#pk aa l+a
N+U+P w angal p k aa la  wa+ngy+k+a&#pkaal+a  
The a lt e rn a t io n  th a t  stands out i s  in  the vowel q u a l i t y  
o f the com pletive  form . Th is comes from coa lescen ce  
o f /a./ w ith  /gw-r/ •co m p le t iv e ."  Th is w i l l  be d iscu ssed  
in  a l a t e r  s e c t io n  (s e c t io n  2 .2 .2 .1 ) ,
The on ly  p la c e  where a g ram m atic a lly -c o n d it io n ed  
vowel change occu rs i s  in  the same words where the i n i t i a l  
consonant o f  the v e rb  stem i s  d e le te d . A common vowel 
change i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  by b e a t  61.
b e a t  61
lp 2p lp  caus
P ru za gaz ru gaasa
H druza ra z  ru rgaaza
C bruza gus ru bgaaza
U nruza n^g^az ru ngaaza
N wa\ t ,r,a was ru wagaasa
N+P wagruza wagaz ru wagaaza
N+U+P wanruza wangaz ru wangaaza
In  some ve rbs  w ith  an u n d e r ly in g  / d , r /  i n i t i a l  stem /u/  
becomes /a/ in  form ing the second and th ird  person  stem
and in  form ing the c a u sa t iv e  stem. I  have no exam ples
of a verb requiring this change that can be passivized. 
Although one might think the change did not take p la c e
in the com pletive  form , I c o n s id e r  th a t  a l l  form s change, 
but that the com pletive form  l a t e r  undergoes the coa lescen ce  
i l l u s t r a t e d  by t a i l  a s le e p  2 above .
MR1s a - subs t i  tu t io n
MR1 is ordered before MR2as deletion 1, MR2ai deletion 1 
and MR2bs k~substitution can now be stated with greater 
generality. After the vowel change of MR1, MR2b? k- 
substitution occurs only before [i, e» u}. MR2aj deletion 
1 occurs only before {a, o] and before some /u/'s. These 
/u/'s will be marked with the diacritic C+M]. This 
diacritic serves two purposes. It provides a way of,, ■•• . ' ' *■*. 'v. V' ' % J i4 V  ■ ; ( ' V
indicating exceptional behavior of these segments with■ Vi jv, V- ::"v v ; f  1 ^
respect to the stem formation rules. It will also be ■ 
seen in a later section of the paper that these segments 
act exceptionally with respect to the rules which produce 
allomorphy in the completive aspect (section 2 .2 .2 .1 ),
MR2a: deletion 1 and MR2bs k-substitution can now be 
revised as follows,
MR2 j deletion 1 and k-subs ti tuti on
u. ■> a /  +_______V in  (2 p , 3p cau s } stem
^ +_____{a, o, u_ } in {2p, 3p}, not C
stem
There a re  s e v e r a l  o th e r  syntactico-phonological 
r u le s  in v o lv in g  morphemes o th e r  than v e rb  stem s. Because  
the a n a ly s is  p re sen ted  in  the n ext s e c t io n  i s  c r u c ia l  to
th e ir  understan d in g , they w i l l  not be d iscu ssed  h e re .
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2 .2 .2  P h o n o lo g ica l Rules
P h o n o lo g ica l r u le s  fu n c t io n  to a d ju s t  sequences  
so th at they conform to the a c cep tab le  p a tte rn s  defined, 
fey su r fa c e  c o n d it io n s . Th is may be done in  one o f  two 
w ays. F i r s t ,  they may break  up sequences through d e le t io n  
o r e p e n th e s is . Second ly , they may change the fe a tu r e  
s p e c i f ic a t io n s  o f  the segments so th a t  they conform to  
ac c e p ta b le  p a t te rn s . In  the p re se n ta t io n  th a t  fo l lo w s ,
I w i l l  not d iscu ss  r u le s  in  the o rd e r  in  which they  occur 
in  the grammar, out r a th e r  r u le s  w i l l  be grouped:, to ge th e r  
th a t  perform  a s im i la r  fu n c t io n  or seek  to accom plish  a 
s im i la r  g o a l .
2 .2 .2 .1  P r in c ip le s  c o n s tra in in g  
v e la r  i n i t i a l  c lu s t e r s
In  TE v e la r  o b s tru en t  stops  cannot i n i t i a t e  a  conso­
nant c lu s t e r  w ith in  the s y l l a b l e . 3" Two ru le s  p re se n t  the  
d i f f e r e n t  ways o f  a c h ie v in g  th is  g o a l .  The f i r s t  r u le  
has a lr e a d y  been seen  in  c a l l  60 and w a ix  5 1  s in c e  i t  i s  
fe d  by the s y n ta c t ic © -p h o n o lo g ic a l r u le s ,  /b/  becomes /w/
"A lthough  the concept o f  s y l l a b l e  i s  never r e f e r r e d  
to  fo rm a lly  in  the r u l e s , 't w o  p r in c ip le s  f o r  s y l l a b i f i c a ­
t io n  cou ld  be fo rm u la ted . F i r s t ,  s y l l a b l e  b reak s  a lw ays  
correspond  to c l i t i c  bo u n d arie s , o r word b o u n d a r ie s .  
Second, o th e rw ise  word m ed ia l c lu s t e r s  a re  to be in t e r ­
p re ted  as fo l lo w s .  The f i r s t  consonant o f  a c lu s t e r  
be lon gs  to  the p re ced in g  s y l l a b l e .  The rem ain ing  conso­
nants b e lo n g  to the fo l lo w in g  s y l l a b l e .  The two r u le s  
that r e f e r  to s y l l a b l e s  in  t h is  way a re  R38; v e la r -  
d e le t io n  1 and ?5* n a sa l a s s im i la t io n .
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R22t to-lenition
to --- > w / C
L+ctosJ
[-cons]
The operation of this rule 
stems. Note thirst 18.
is seen on all /to/ initial
P kwigya N watoigya




The underlying stem initial /to/ becomes /w/ in each form 
in which the potential £k+] occurs. R22 is fed toy MRhi 
to-substitution as the following partial derivation shows* 
’you will call*
UF k+ref/ru
MRty k beI ru
R22 k wel ru
R2? kwel ru
SF kwej ru




1I have noticed some cases in which the rule is 
suspended. It would toe possible to treat the suspension 
as optional. I consider suspension of this rule to 
toe grammatically motivated fur the following reasons. 
First, suspension is rare. Second, native speakers 
do not allow me to delete velar obstruents where they have suspended the rule. Third, native speakers do 
not allow me to suspend the rule where they have deleted
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Note the operation  o f th is  ru le  in  k i l l  32.
SF UF
data k+dut+a •I w i l l  k i l l '
wagdu ta wa+k+dut+a ' I do not k i l l ’
wanduta wa+ngy+k+ du f + a •I do not kill*
Note that a fo l lo w in g  /y/  and /w/, since they ar« [
do not con d ition th is  change.1
SF UF
gya k+ya+a *1 will go*
gWa gb+yata ’ I went*
V e la r  s top s  can initiate a two-consonant cluster word 
m e d ia lly  since the rules view the first consonant as part 
o f  the preceding syllable and the second consonant as 
p a r t  of the following syllable. The only exceptions to 
th is  i s  where clitic or word boundaries are involved.
These boundaries  always correspond to syllable breaks.
SF UF
wagduta wa+k+dut+a *1 do not kill*
6a  tu fa  k+ya^k+dut+a *1 will go kill'
/k/ i s  not d e le te d  in  the first example because the rule
sees  i t  as p a r t  of the first syllable. In the second 
exam ple, however, the clitic boundary forces the syllable
the v e la r  o b s tru en t . Thus, a lth ou gh  I  cannot d e fin e  the 
c o n d it io n s  fo r  d e le t io n ,  I  c o n s id e r  i t  to be a case o f  
suspension , and I co n s id e r  R38 to be c o r r e c t ly  s ta te d .
Th is i s  not tru e  o f  one word o n ly . Compare rxde  16 
; i seek 1?. S egm en ta lly , t h e ir  stems a re  id e n t ic a l* .
abJT” They d i f f e r  on ly  in  th at seek  1? t r ig g e r s  d e le t io n  
a d r id e  16 does n e t.
break to be made before the /k/. Since it is now seen 
as initiating a consonant cluster within the syllable, it 
is deleted.
R38 and R22; b-lenition are in antibleeding order 
as the following partial derivations show.
UP k+bigy+a UP k+bigy+a 'I will thirst*
R28 bigya R22 kWigya
R22 *bigya R38 kwigya
R22 and R38 have been shown to account for alter­
nations involving the potential prefix £k+}. They also 
account for alternations of the unreal aspect tngy+}. 
a ¥ /  occurs on £~cons] initial stems. Fall asleep 2 
illustrates the unreal aspect on a vowel initial stem.
nygyas pkaala *1 should have fallen asleep*
Sat 26 shows that this allomorph occurs on vowel initial 
stems derived by MR2s deletion 1 and k-substitution.
SP UF
ndaw ngy+daw+a *1 should have eaten*
nygyor ngy+dow/ru *you should have eaten*
/ n / occurs on consonant initial stems, the gy being
deleted by R38.
The same rule, R38: velar deletion 1, leads me to 
posit £gb+} as the underlying form for the completive 
aspect. While it may seem strange to posit an underlying 
cluster that is not possible on the surface, the analysis 
has clear advantages. Of the two completive allomorphs, /b/
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a
and /gw/* / gW/  occurs on ly  on [.-ccnsJ  i n i t i a l  sterns.^  
Givan ( g b + } as the u n d e r ly in g  form , t h is  i s  ju s t  what 
R22s b - le n i t i o n  and R38j v e la r  d e le t io n  would le a d  one 
to expect,,
5/*
UF gh tV gtH’C
R22 gw V - - -
R38 bC
S im i la r ly * in  ve rbs  where the stem p rocess  MR2 d e le t e s  an 
i n i t i a l  consonant in  the second person , there  i s  o fte n  an 
accompanying change in  the a l l  ©morph, o f  the com pletive  
a s p e c t . Th is i s  what one would expect g iv en  an u n d e r ly in g
A ,  , • .• • '•••a; \. 3
£gb+ } 'c o m p le t iv e ,* a s  the fo l lo w in g  p a r t i a l  d e r iv a t io n
from beat 6 l shows.
•I beat* ‘ You beat*
UF gb+ruz+a gbtruz^ru
MR! —  - gb raz ru
MR 2 --- gb az ru
R22 gw az ru
R38 bru sa - - -
SF bruza guz ru
There a re  excep tion s  to  the a p p lic a t io n  o f  R22s b - l e n i t i o n  
as / h i i l  ru/ 9you sang* i l l u s t r a t e s ,  Had the r u le  a p p lie d
1 am aware o f  one c o n s o n a n t - in it ia l  stem th a t  takes  
the allom orph  / g w/s / gu ^ iba/  * I  was a f r a i d . 8 T h is  may 
have been h i s t o r i c a l l y  a  d e r iv e d  stems (UF; g b + a + j i b + a ) . 
It is now an a lyzed  as b e in g  consonant i n i t i a l  and i s  marked 
L+etxt R22] in  the le x ic o n .
in the way one would have expected , the su r fa c e  form o f  
'you sang' would have been / *g u l ru / . S in g  31* however,
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failed to co n d it io n  R22s b - l e n i t i o n .  S ince the same words 
that act e x c e p t io n a lly  w ith  re ga rd  to R22 a c t  e x c e p t io n a lly  
w ith  re ga rd  to MR2t d e le t io n  1 and k-s u b s t itu t io n , the 
same d i a c r i t i c  [+ M ] can be used to mark the excep tion s  
in both cases . R22 i s  then re fo rm u la ted  as fo l lo w s .
R22s b - le n i t i o n
The final rule of this set is a syntactic©- 
phonological rule. One way in which the causative is 
formed is by devoicing the stem initial consonant. I posi­
ted an underlying £k+} 'causative* as being the source for 
th is  devoicing. This analysis is supported by several 
f a c t s  about the language. First, in all other cases, when 
transitivity is morphologically increased, it is done by 
a f i r s t  order prefix on the verb stem. Secondly, two 
a llom orphs of this prefix are /k/ on / initial stems 
and /g/  on vowel initial steins. (Remember thirst 18 and 
eat 26, s e c t io n  2 .1 .3  and section 2 .2 .1 . )  Progressive 
d e v o ic in g  (section 2.2.2.3) is needed apart from consider­
a t io n  of causative. The apparatus for deletion of this 










U n derly in g  ik + } 'c a u s a t iv e ' w i l l  be a u to m a t ic a lly  d e le te d  
in every  form except fo r  N by R38t v e la r  d e le t io n .  Hence, 
I need a ru le  to e f f e c t  the fo l lo w in g  changes
wa+k+coorja wa^ooija ' I  w i l l  not bend*
W hile such a ru le  i s  ad hoc, I argue i t  i s  the k ind o f  
th ing  one m ight expect to occur in  lan gu ages . N is  
u n in f le c te d  f o r  a sp e c t . H i s t o r i c a l ly ,  however, th is  was 
p ro bab ly  not the case-. One evidence o f  th is  i s  the fa c t  
th a t  tone p e rtu rb s  on N. A h i s t o r i c a l  a sp ec t  p r e f i x  
p ro b ab ly  caused th is  p e r tu rb a t io n . A lthough  th is  p r e f i x  
has been l o s t ,  i t s  a f f e c t  on a d ja c e n t  s y l l a b le s  rem ains. 
What was once p h o n o lo g ic a l ly  con d ition ed  tone p e r tu rb a t io n  
has now oeen rean a ly zed  as  g ram m atica lly  con d ition ed  
p e r tu rb a t io n . S im i la r ly ,  the d e le t io n  o f /k/  may have 
once been the autom atic r e s u l t  o f  a p r in c ip le  l i k e  FOB* 
v e la r  d e le t io n  1 con d ition ed  by th is  h i s t o r i c a l  morpheme. 
The morpheme has been lo s t ,  but /k/ continues to  be d e le te d  
as  i f  i t  were th e re . Thus the d e le t io n  o f  /k/ , w h ile  once 
p h o n o lo g ic a lly  c o n d it io n ed , has now been rean a ly zed  as 
gram m atica lly  co n d it io n ed . The fo l lo w in g  r u le  exp re sse s  
th is  r e a n a iy s i s .
Rlks v e la r  d e le t io n  2
k -— —=> 0  /  +_______+C in  the N stem
The a l t e r n a t iv e  would be a stem fo rm ation  r u le  which  




£.2,2,2 Principles constraining vowel tongue position
Three rules affect vowel tongue position. The first 
one states that only front vowels can follow /b/ in native
words.




R28 is fed by MR3t deletion 2 as the following partial
derivations 11lustrate♦
*1 sang* 'you sang* *1 relate* •you relate
UP , gb+dul+a gb+dul/ru gb+do#du+a gb+do#nu^ru
MR3 — r gb ul ru gb o r nu ru
R28 gb 11 ru — gb e nu ru
R38 b dul a b il ru b do nu a b e mi ru
3F






» e  »
bee nur
R28 does not apply to non--native words.
bur "burro*
boo 8 carbon"
I are also aware of a few exceptions to the rule, 
rboor * you remc/e*
Remove 5^ is marked [-R28] in the lexicon. The alternative 
would be to call R28 a minor rule; however, since the 
exceptions to the rule are rare in native words, I mark
the exceptions.
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The second rule states that nasalization can cause 
a high front vowel to lower.
i vowel lowering
[+Lt] * / p — J
The following illustrate the operation of this rule.
SF UF
nee k+nii+a 'I will speak*
nil r k+nii$4ru 'you will speak®
ne ni+a ‘mine*
nir ni/ru 'yours'
guzee gb+afzii+a ®I thought®
guziir gb+a+zii/ru *youthought*
This rule is minor since there are many exceptions.1
Note the fallowing exceptions. ' :'4?.
SF UF
i it a *my salary*
di k+di+a *1 strike®
111 kt^ii+a *1 extract*
lii Jii 'mountain pass*
An alternative analysis would be to claim that vowel
lowering is a result of contraction with {+a} *lp sub.®
I consider this alternation to be a reflex of nasalization 
primarily because it is a natural process and because it 1
1' In the ideolect of a few speakers this is a major 
rule operating without exception. With these speakers 
nasalization lowers back vowels as well as front vowels 
yu® > yo* ®my house®, etc.
always applies in the presence of syllable initial nasal 
consonants. The third and fourth rules state that /w/ 
coalesces with a following vowel when preceded by a 
consonant.
MR23* vowel raising and rounding
[ -rnd] * u / Cw-~--
R25 s w-deletion 
w ---- * 0 /  C---- [+£„„]
MR23 is a minor rule. Note, for example, its failure to 
apply in /gWa/ 'I went* ana in /gwenya lagya/ "I believed.* 
MR23 is ordered before R25 having an antibleeding relation­
ship with it. They are fed by R22: b-lenition as the 
following partial derivations show.
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*you ground* ‘you cleared* *1 fell asleep
UF gbtdo^ru gb+du'n^ru gbtal#pkaal+a
MR! gb da*n ru
MR 3 gb o ru gb a * n ru —
RZZ gw o ru gw a * n ru gw as pkaal a
MR23 --- gw u*n ru gw u^ pkaala
R 25 g o ru gu'n ru g ul pkaala
SF goor gu'n ru gus pkaala
o *1 will return* *1 will cause 
to return*
*1 will be 
thirsty*
UF k+bil#kya+a k+ t+bicj#kya+a k+bigy+a
R22 k wiX kya a k t wis£ kya a k wigy a
MR 2 3 k wuK kya a Vk t wus kya a —
R25 k ul kya a k t ult kya a
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•  *  •  * t * « « *
SF kul k^a tul kya kwigya
Grind 28 and clear 34 illustrate the operation of these 
rules in words where the context for coalescence is 
created by syntaetico-phonologic&l rules in conjunction 
with R22s b-lenition. Grind 28 illustrates the situation 
where R22 applies but not MR23* Fall asleep 2 illustrates 
the operation of the rules on a vowel initial stem.
Return 19 illustrates the operation of the rules on /b/ 
initial stems. Thirst 18 shows that there are exceptions 
to the rules. Although application of MR23 is wide­
spread, there are many exceptions. Therefore it is minor.
z ,2.2.3 Principles constraining voicedness
The next set of rules I will discuss are the rules 
governing voicedness. Bend 39 illustrates some of the 





H rjoi}a r+]f oij-r a
C blor̂ a gb+loijra










u ncoorja ngy+k+yo^-t a
N Vwacooga wa+k+^oij+a
N-5-P wak^ooija wa+k+k+Ioij+a
N4-U+P wan6ooi)a wa+ngy+k+k-f y og+a
I posit an underlying {k+} for the potential morpheme 
because of devoicing of the stem-initial consonant in the 
negative forms in which the potential occurs. Similarly, 
as discussed earlier, I posit an underlying [kf] as the 
source for devoicing the stem-initial consonant in the 
causative. This stop is deleted in every environment in 
bend 39* I showed, however, that it is not deleted where 
the verb stem is vowel initial or /b/ initial. The 
principle operating in bend 39 is one of progressive 
devoicing.
In bend 39 the initial consonant of the verb st^m 
in the causative is devoiced in every environment. This 
is not true of the noncausative forms. The analysis 
claims that the difference between the initial consonant 
of /3or>a/ and that of /Kooqa/, for example, is caused by 
the difference between an underlying {k+3 'potential aspect* 
in the first case and (k+k+3 'potentials caus* in the 
second. (k+k+3 triggers devoicing word initial whereas 
(k*) aoes not. This difference will be brought out by
6 2
the foilowing rule,
R J  U » V € 1 Sr — V 0 
k —— hp g /
icing 1
hen progressive de-icing may be- stated as follows. 
R33s progressive de\oicing
i + o b s ' ]---[~vd] / [tvd8] _______ ~
Conditions operates across word boundaries 
BO 3 bleeds R33 in the case of /|jona/ but not /Zoona/ 
as the following partial derivations illustrate.
*1 will be *I will band8
bent*
UF k+I©i)+a k+k+Ioij+a
R3*' g Jojj a ---
R3 • --- k k 0̂33 a
R3 Jqj} a lay a
SF 1013a C0OJ}§
R2 .! i b-lenition applies before 1
Sr UF
k^iig^a r+k+bigy+a H+ caus*thirst 13+lp
K >3 operates across word boundaries.
gaseed yu rHe will be bored.®
mbek/ sed * boiled person*
The fallowing derivations show that R33 needs to 
apply before R3Sj velar deletion.
* I will see* ®I did not see3 *1 do not see*
UF k+zak+a wa+n+k+zak+a wa+k+sak+a
RJO g zaka
wa k sak aR33 --  wa n k sak a
R38 saka wansaka --
In verbs with /d/ initial stems, progressive devoicing 







N+? v/agdu ta/waktuta wa+k+ da tta
N+U+P wandu ta/wan tu ta wa+ngy+k+du tta' ' " " i}% “ ■ ; 'iv% r ■: ■ ■ • /.
The following optional rule accounts for this optional!ty.
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R3 2: velar voicing 2
6 /
■ \.'l ■ -•;?S: ",
Conditionst (!' clitic-bounded 
(2) optional
R32 is ordered before R33 bleeding it should the option 
be chosen.
UF wa+k+dut+a wa-tk+dut+a “I do not kill*
R32 wagduta --
R33 —  waktuta
R32 is clitic bound since /d/ is always devciced 
in forms involving the motion auxiliary.
^What I am here celling optional may in all actuality 
be a case of phonetic neutralization. The optionallty» 




ca tuta k+ya/k+dut+a eI will go to kill"
The next rule voices /k/ when prefixed to a vowel.
R35* velar voicing 3
k --- > g / + V
prefix
The operatic.i of this rule is seen in the potential aspect 
£k+} on £-cons'] initial stems as fall asleep 2 and go I 9 
illustrate.
fall asleep 2 SI I 9
P gas pkaala _y_ S a
N+P wagaJ pkaala wa^aa -• • M* ■■ ‘A
N-HJ+P wangal pkaala wang^aa
R3S differs from R30t velar voicing 1 only in -that R35 
requires (k+3 to be voiced everywhere it occurs in the 
verb paradigm* whereas R30 voices it word initial only.
The application of the rule can be seen in derived verbs.
SF UF
gaseda k+a+seed+a *I will be bored'
The application of this rule is also seen in vowel-
initial causative constructions.
SF UF
rgoowa r+k+dow+a * I feed®
MR6: deletion 3 deleted the initial stem consonant in 
forming the causative stem feeding R35* R35 is fed by




MR2 k ul ru
R35 gul ru
There are a few cases, however, of words which 
undergo MR2 but not R35* Note catch 30.
SF UP
kub ru k+dub/ru "you will catch"
Words which are exceptional are marked L-ctxt R353 in the
lexicon.
The stem initial consonant is often voiced in the
passive.
slice
*T fiJL » « •
suga is ; :>h
:• •> .. ■
•It has been... 
duzug nyi
e • K -
• k.'rv’S;
cultivate kuug^a^i * duguugy nyi
disassemble tilya
-
< dudily nyi*'’-V ,7 ' '1 •' > >. ' ■"
•**:' . fi. *
. ■' i -
shake kwinya dukWiny nyi
pick kyuga duk^ug nyi ■ 'M' $/'
extract : £ii dulii ma \
The first three examples illustrate the operation of the : i
rule. In the next two, -the rule does not apply because
it views palatalization and labialisation as clusters.
Thus, the rule is ordered before R2? which switches 
interpretation. In the final form, the rule does not 
appear to have applied because the voiced counterpart of 
/V is rare, occurring syllable final only. I consider 
the rule to have applied but the voicing to have been 
readjusted by a later rule that states the surface 
condition /V  never occurs syllable initial. R20 expresses
R2Q: passive voicing
C  — > [+vd] / {du+}____ V
For verbs with a voiceless stem initial consonant, 
completive aspect [gb-f] is devoiced.
SF UF
Pta* gb+ta’+a dig 20
pka gh+ka+a love 35
p^i^a gb+^iX+a nurse 38
psuga gb+sugra slice kl
v.. psxi gb-tlii+a extract
accounts for this devoicing*
R37* regressive devoicing
[•fobs] *—— f -vd] / l+obs’] (~vd j
The final rule of this set accounts for the voicing
of /k/ between (n, r] and V. This rule applies only to 
/k/*s derived by MR2t deletion 1 and k~substitution.
Hence, it is a global rule.
R36s global voicing
/k/ is voiced between {n, r} and V when it is an underlying 
{d, 1, r]. The following illustrate the operation of this
rule.
Ip H 2p H 2p tl
fill rdu® rgu*r ngu*r
set drila rg^il ru n V i *  :
distribute rlesa rg^eea ru nyg^eez
6?
2.2,2.^ Principles constraining geminates
Two rules present the different ways in which T2 
prevents identical consonants from occurring in sequence. 
In the first rule, /r/ becomes /d/ when preceding another
/r/.
R29 s r-obstrucntizati on 
r ----  d / ____ r
Note the way in which the habitual aspect £r+} combines 
with /r/ initial verb stems.
SF UF






The second rvxe reduces identical consonants when­
ever they occur together in sequence in the underlying form. 
R3 1 i geminate reduction
arrive II 62 











Note the operation of this rule in th'- following forms.
SF UF
ka k+ka-f a •I will love*
big^a gb+bigy+a •I thirsted"
ôorja k-fk+̂ orjrfa *1 will bend’
waguu wa-fk+guu-fa ’I do not lie'
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The initial consonant /g/ of a verb stem never devoices. 
This is accomplished by ordering R31 before R33* progres­
sive devoicing as the following partial derivation shows. 
UP' wa+k+guu+a ’I do not lie'
R31 wa guu a 
R33 —
SP waguu
Nasal geminates are allowed as speak 47 illustrates.
SF UF
wannee wa+ngy+k+nii+a
2.2.2.5 Principles constraining vowel cluster
TZ does not permit vowel cluster. One way of *
achieving this goal is by breaking up the clusters with an
epenthesized /y/.
R39* y-epenthesis
^  y / V —  L+frtl
The operation of this rule is seen on verbs where MR2j 
deletion 1 and k~subs titration deletes the stem initial 
consonant. Note the following.
ip 2p
p di kyir strike 22
N wadi wayir
P leza kyez ru distribute 52
N waleza waye z ru
P du * ku*r fill 33
N wadu * wu*r
From the first two examples it is not clear whether /y/ 
is a reflex of R39 or of some stem formation rule, I have 
argued, however, that the same thing is happening in fill 33 
as is happening in strike 22 and distribute 52. The stem 
initial consonant has been deleted in each case in forming 
the second person stem by MR2. (Palatalization in the 
first two examples is a result of P5-) /y/ is then
inserted by R39-
/y/ epenthesis never occurs before [-frt] vowels. 
Rather, the first vowel of the cluster is deleted, 
vowel deletion 1 
v — » 0 / ____ V
A vowel is never deleted before a front vowel because R39 
bleeds R44. The operation of R44 is seen on vowel initial
stems.
SF UF
P gas pkaala k+a^#pkaal+a fall asleep 2
N walC pkaala wa+a£3#pkaal+a
The operation of R^A is also seen on stems with
the derivational morpheme {+a}.
SF UF
P gazeda k+a+zeed+a be bored 55
M wazeeda wa+a+zeed+a
Rij-4 is also fed by ]V:R2: deletion 1 and k-substitution 
as the following illustrate.
Ip 2p






gal x a sing 31
N wadula wul ru
For sleep 27 and sing 31* the stem initial consonant is 
deleted in forming the second person stem* The /a/ of 
{wa+} 'negative1 is then deleted as it precedes a vowel.
d . 2 . 2 . 6  Principles governing 
contraction
There is a tendency in TZ to shorten words by 
dropping a final unstressed vowel. Consequently, one 
recent change that has come into the language is the loss 
of a final unstressed vowel on certain nouns, /nis/
®water®» for example, is pronounced /nisa/ by some old 
speakers when spoken in isolation. Most people now, 
however, do not consider /nisa/ to be '"good" Zapotec.
This tendency affects verb morphology in the pronominal 
endings. Pronouns contract on both verb and noun stems 
ending in a £+syl] segment. The following rules account 
for contraction.




Before contraction can take place with the first
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person pronoun, nasalisation regresses from right to left, 
on all [-cons'] segments as the following illustrate.
SF UF
di k-fdi+a 'I will strike*
diwa lt+diw-ra *1 will whistle*
R40 and MR41, therefore, have an. anti bleeding relationship.
Whistle 23 and smoke 44 both show that [-cons, -syl] 
segments do not condition contraction.
SF UF
k^iw yu k-tdiw^yu *he will whistle*
aaay yu k+zaayj^yu *he will smoke*
Lie 37 and dig 20 show that contraction occurs on 
syllables with a glottalized or laryngeaiized nucleus.
• * '  '  " ‘ v .- r -v  * . 4' « -  • , , ,• , . U/ •. v
> SF 
guuy
UP < r*** . ’
, ' ■'k+guu?*yu *he will lie*
ta*y k+taVyu *he will dig*
Hence, contraction does not view glottal as a [~syl3 
segment. This supports its treatment as a vowel feature. 
Strike 22 illustrates an iterative application of
the rule.
SF UF
dim k+di+a^mi *1 will strike her*
dim k+di^mi *she will strike*
The following illustrates that iteration is from left to 
right.
SF UF
RL *k yi  yuny k+di^yu^nyi
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LR Ir'iy n^i k+di/yu/nyi
In a previous section (section 2.8,1) I showed that 
first person and second person object pronouns do not 
contract. First person subject pronoun {+a} differs from 
first person object pronoun (#ya] in that the second is a 
free form. Although the phonological shape of the second 
person subject pronoun {/ru} and the second person object 
pronoun {#ruj are identical, I suggest that the reason the 
first contracts is because it is a clitic and the reason 
the second does not is because it is a free form. All 
other object pronouns are clitics. The rule, then is 
word bounded.. ' ■... . ■ - m >"' ' $:■ v f{\Arrive 55 shows that the rule applies when the vowel 
to be deleted is fallowed by / or # but not by +.
SF UF
rim re k+.ri/mi#re *She will arrive there’
ri mire k+ri/mi+re 'That one will arrive*
One other pronoun {/ma} *3p animal* does not 
contract, but probably for different reasons. Failure to 
contract may be a desire to preserve contrast since should 
contraction take place, contrast would be lost between £/ma} 
63p animal* and {/mi} *3p fern resp*. There are two con­
flicting goals then: desire to contract and desire to 
preserve contrast. Bound adverbs (section 2.1.10) also 
never contract. MR^3* contraction, is therefore a minor
rule.
2.2 .2 .?  Nasal assim ilation
/n/ assim ilates to the point of a rt icu la t io n  of a
following consonant within the same s y lla b le .
P5« nasal assim ilation
n — — •> j> p t ]  / ______  C
pnasl
L ^ J
Note the way in which the unreal aspect {ngyt} combines 
with verb in i t ia l  consonants.
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S P U F
u r a b i g ^ a n g y + b l g y t a t h i r s t  1 8
u q & m n g y + g u u + a l i e  3 7
Q,'*$kr: ‘ - -v  ' v  ■
N + U + P w a n g u u w a +  n g y - f  k t  g u u + a
r ,  . v
;  .11 
•V "
U n "  n "  a . n g y + n y a + a g u a r d  4 9 h
'4K * '
N + U + P w a r n i n g w a +  n g y t k t n y a + a
••“w
U n d u t a n g y t d u t + a k i l l  3 2
Assim ilation  never occurs in  N*U+P..because the ru le  views 
/n/ as part of the f i r s t  s y lla b le .
2 .2 .2 .8  The allomorphy of' go I I
One in frequent set o f aspect allomorphs is  i l l u s ­
trated by go I I  10.
go I I  10 Ip
P Ka U n V k
cont za N waya
H rza N+P wakea
C wg a N+U+P wan<£a
All verbs o f th is type have /y/ in i t i a l  verb stems. MA26
produces th is allomorphy.
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MR26s s ib i la n t  formation
The alternative to MR26 would be to call the allomorphy 
suppletive. However, there is a phonological generali­
zation to be mades that this rule occurs only on verbs 
with /y/ initial stems. Furthermore, go II 10 overtly 
distinguishes habitual from continuative. Other verbs 
which make this distinction mark continuative with [0 ] and 
habitual with {r+}.
Then, were this a case of suppletion, 0 would alternate 
with /% / for * continuative* and /rs$/ would alternate 
with /r/ for 'habitualo* Because these morpheme breaks 
for go II are clearly suspicious, I reject this solution. 
Anchor 8 and ascend 15 also require MR26.
2.2.2.9 Miscellaneous
In a previous section (section 2.1.4), I presented 
a suppletive set of causative prefixes* (k+, t+, ?+, s+, 
s+, K+, 1+}. The last five of this set occur on y-initial 
stems only, the /y/ being deleted by the following two
know Ip
P g^u* lo
cont yu* i£ 
H ryu* lo
C byu* lo
U n V u '  lo
N wayu* lo
N+P wf^ul lo
N+U+P w f lo
rules.
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R53 s y-deletion 2:
y --- * 0 / [+sib] _____
R5^: y-deletion 3
y --- > 0 /  (i+3 _____



















R53 states that /y/ cannot occur after sibilants. I 
know of one exception to this: /rsyaany/ 'she studies.' 
Study is marked [-R531 in the 33 . There are many
•mj ft >. ‘ •« ■ • r.occurrences of / l r / t however. Thus, /y/ is deleted only- - > \g, v
after the causative prefix (1+3*
If the second member of a cluster is [+nasal3, the 
first one must be C+nasalj or /!/. The affect of this 















If the first member of a cluster is [-cons, -syl(j,
the second member must not be. The operation of this
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principle is seen in some /y/ initial stems in the 
completive aspect.
R5 1* y-deletion 1
SP UP
gwa gb+yai-a *1 went*
nygyuba ngy+yub+a *1 should have
ridden®
There remains a set of ad hoc minor rules which 
account for alternations for which I see no phonological 
explanation. The first one acco;uits for deletion of the 
velar of [gb-f} 'completive* before /w/ in words like 
anchor 8. ■
SP UP
weeza gbtyeez+a *1 was stuck®
/b/ became /w/ by R22t b-lenition and then the /g/ was 
deleted. The following accounts for this deletion.
MR24{ velar deletion 3
g _ >  0 /  _____w
Sometimes on /y/ initial stems, the /r/ in the 
habitual is deleted. Remember that *continuative* and 
'habitual® were merged at some point in history. The 
rule deleting velars syllable initial may have influenced 
this merger by causing a loss in contrast between 
'potential® and 'continuative* word initial, /y/ initial 
stems, however, do not condition deletion. The language, 
wanting to regularize the morphology, combined 'habitual®
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and * continuetive4 in most verbs of this type. However, 
unlike verbs with consonant initial stems, verbs with /y/ 
initial sterns were free to draw from the marking of either 
the continuative [0 } or of the habitual (r+}. Such may 
have been the origin of MR52.
MR52: r-deletion
r - -- > 0 /  y





gyeta k+yet+a 'I will descend*
yota r+yet+a *1 am descending/I descend*
/y/ often deletes after /r/.■ '%.. ; • . -i-MR55* y-deletion • •' i$> \ * %
y ---*• 0 / r ; ■■’?' ■ ' ■




/y/ sometimes deletes after /b/ and before a front
vowel.
MR56» y-deletion 5 
y  _ ------------> 0 /  b____ V










The derivational morpheme {a+3 is sometimes deleted 
a fte r  /r/.
MR34« a-deletion
a ----gf / ________+
prefix
be cold 64 be angry 65
P gazilya gazi lagya
H razily§ rzi lagya
In a few cases, the first consonant /z/ of the verb 
stem is deleted in the completive.
MR21j z-deletion 
z —— -> 0 /  b
In buy 42 this deletion feeds R22s b-lenition. 
zi M  will buy'
wi *1 bought*
2.2,2.10 Switch in interpretation
Palatalized and labialized velar obstruent stops are 
interpreted as sequences in UF. One reason for this is 
that there sxe often morpheme breaks between the two seg­
ments in the UF. Note, for example, the following.
SF UF
kwigya k+bigy+a *1 will thirst*
g^a k+ya+a ’I will go*
Another reason is that early rules refer to them as 
sequences. (See Appendix IV for a summary of the relation­
ships between R2? which changes interpretation and the other 
r u le s .)
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However, some la te  ru le s  re fe r  to these segments 
as un its. Furthermore, surface evidence supports a un it 
in terp retation . Given the unit in terp retation  no consonant 
c lu sters occur morpheme f in a l ,  and no more than two conso­
nants occur morpheme in i t i a l .  Therefore, in  the UF and 
early  in the phonological component a sequence in te rp re ­
tation  is  fo llow ed. R2? changes th is  in terp retation .
From there on, a un it in terp retation  is  fo llow ed.
R2?s switch in in terp retation











Conditions c l i t i c  bound
R2? is  constrained to operate w ithin  c l i t i c  or word 
boundaries. Note the fo llow in g ,
SF UF
kA'ik yu [k wik h yu] k+bik/yu *He w i l l  B
not W o  * [k wi V h,0
2.3 Suprasegmental Phonology 
Speaking of general ch aracte ris tic s  o f tone languages, 
W illiam  S-Y-Wang (196?) points out some basic  d iffe rences  
between the types o f tone found in  d if fe re n t  language areas 
of the world. Among other things, he notes that fo r  some 
languages tone functions prim arily  to make le x ic a l  
d istin ction s with the Sino Tibetan fam ily being c ited  as 
examples of th is type. For other languages tone functions
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primarily on the grammatical level. 0tomanguean languages 
are cited as examples of this type. In light of this fact, 
it is not surprising that two types of tone perturbation 
need to be distinguished in TZ." The first type I will 
call phonological perturbation. This type consists of 
rules and processes operating in a phonological environ­
ment. The second type I will call grammatical perturbation. 
This type consists of phonological rules applying in 
grammatical environments and will oe ordered along with 
the other syntactic©-phonological rules. I will discuss 
the two types of perturbation in their respective order.
I will then move on to a discussion of laryngeal!zation 
and stress.
2.3.1 Phonological Perturbation 
The four phonemic tones of TZ are high, falling, 
mid and low. These are distinguished by the features 
[T hi] and [T low]. High tone is [+T hi, -T low], falling 
tone is [+T hi, +T low], mid tone is [-T hi, -T low] and 
low tone is [**T hi, +T low]. All four tones contrast on 
syllables which are [-lar, -check]. Only mid tone and low 
tone , ..rast .-abide whi.cn ~ e L+lai j. only high
tone and low tone contrast on syllables which are L+ check].
tfiz 9 cup9 ga'l • shadow*
i M * opossum* * n ‘dish*
bez 'fox9 birz •corner post
"̂ For a history of early work on Zapotec tone 
morphophonemics see Leal (1950)*
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z "bee® briiz 'squirrel'
All four tones involve phonetic contours which can 
be described with reference to three heights. High tone 
rises from mid to high, the extent of the rise being 
determined by the length of the syllable. Low tone rises 
slightly from low, but does not reach mid. It has the 
least contour of any of the tones, Falling tone falls from 
high to mid. Mid tone falls from mid to low. In spite 
of the fact that the tones are phonetically characterized 
toy pitch contours, however, phonological rules and processes 
refer to the tones according to their height.
2.3 .1.1 Tone rules
Seven phonological principles account for all 
phonologically conditioned alternations in TZ. Four of 
the principles are rules and three are processes. All 
operate above the natural phonemic level. I will discuss 
rules first and then processes. The first rule I call 
progressive perturbation. This rule claims that there 
is a class of morphemes (marked with morpheme feature 
[+P]) which, for reasons other than the phonological shape 
of the morpheme^ perturbs the low tone of a following 
syllable which is [-lar, -check3 to a falling tone tout 






-T hi +T low 
-P
C+T hi]/ V C 
[+P] °
Since morphemes of this class are never progressively 
perturbed, the rule is not directional.. Morphemes which 
condition perturbation are not limited to any particular 
grammatical category as the following illustrate.
tSp gbp 
k^bp gbp 
zb tap gbp 
zb kybp gbp 
bily gop 
blit'* gbp 
psbg yb bebl 




OP]*be four armadillos* 
OF]*be two armadillos*
O p ] O p ]•sister armadillo*
[>P]•brother armadillo* 
•C-slice he meat* 
•who C-slice meat*
O P]*P-do you respect*
O P ]*P-do he respect*gy£ky yb rbspet 
The first two examples show the effect of two quantifiers 
on a following word with low tone. One is of the class
of perturbers «.... .... *s not. Th . tv-
examples chow what happens when two perturbers are in 
linear sequence with one another. The class of perturbers 
is characterised by their failure to be progressively
XStress is always stem final (section 2.3.5) and falling tone becomes high tone on an unstressed syllable
(section 2.3.1.2).
perturbed. The third pair of examples show that some 
nouns are perturbers and some are not. The fourth pair 
of examples show that an interrogative pronoun is a 
perturber. And the final examples show that some subject 
pronouns are perturbers but not all. A relatively small 
percen^ .ge of the lexicon conditions perturbation. The 
classification of lexical items by morpheme feature [P]» 
however, crosscuts distinction by grammatical category.
No examples of the failure of syllables that are f+lar] 
or check] to undergo the change are given because the 
second rule shows what happens in these cases.
The second rule may be stated as fellows. Low tone 
of a morpheme with the same morpheme feature [+P] becomes 
high tone in three environments. The first environment 
is when followed by a morpheme that is not checked or 
laryngealized but which has mid tone. The second environ­
ment is when followed by a checked syllable nucleus with 
low tone. The third environment is when followed by a 
laryngealized syllable nucleus with low tone.1
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lJohr. Daly has pointed out that there is a symmetry 
between Rk5 and R46, both in terms of the feature |_+P] and 
in terms of the way in which laryngealization affect
rule, which suggests thu .. m o  «.orically, they were 
reflexes of ‘the same principle. This principle looks 





The rule states that the feature [+T hi] moves over onto 
a following syllable (the exact conditions under which
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th is happens are not c lea r} leaving  [-T  h i ]  in i t s  place, 
R4>5: progressive perturbation is  an expression of this
p rin c ip le  fo r  the situation, where the second sy lla b le  has 
low tone, high tone, or f a l l in g  tone. R46i regressive  
perturbation 1 is  an expression of the p rincip le  fo r  the 
situation  where the second s y lla b le  is  mid tone. Mid tone 
blocks the app lication  of the ru le . Thus, the feature  
[+T h i ]  occurs in a place in  which i t  would never otherwise 
occurt on the sy lla b le  on which i t  occurs in the under­
ly in g  form. For a s im ilar ru le  in  another Otomanguean 
language see Daly (1973: 82).
There are several facts about the language which 
may at le a s t  in part be a re su lt  o f th is p r in icp le .
F irs t , almost a l l  morphemes which are [+ P j are underlying  
low tone. Second, underlying high tone is  r e la t iv e ly  
rare  on native morphemes, but almost a l l  sing le  s y lla b le  
Spanish loans are t+T h i ] . Third, fo r two sy lla b le  
morphemes, low tone always occurs on the f i r s t  s y l la b le .  
Fourth, grammatical perturbation  is  always from underlying  
[ - ?  h i ]  to [+T h i ] .
The above p rin c ip le  does not work in  the synchronic 
ana lysis  o f TZ fo r  severa l reasons. F ir s t ,  there are  a 
few morphemes which are [+ P ] with high tone. These 
morphemes condition progressive perturbation  without 
lo s in g  the [+T  h i ]  featu re  so that the above p rin c ip le  
does not work. Second, I am unable to explain  derived  
[+T h i ]  o f the verb as coming from the above p rin c ip le  
or as a ffe c t in g  adjacent morphemes in a way in  which the 
p rin c ip le  would suggest. For some verbs an underlying  
mid tone is  perturbed to high tone and fo r  others to 
f a l l in g  tone. In the next section , (section  2.3*2) I 
present the ru les o f grammatical perturbation . Third, 
s in g le  sy llab i©  Spanish loans are always C+T h i ]  on the 
su rface. I take them to be [+T h i ]  in the UF. Yet they 
are a l l  [ - P ] .  I suspect that the fac t  that they are  
L+T h i ]  is  a re su lt  o f high pitch  on the stressed  s y lla b le  
in  Spanish. The fa c t  that they are [ - P ]  I take as an 
ind ication  that the above p rin c ip le  was no longer productive  
in  i t s  h is to r ic a l form at the time when the loans came 
in to  the language. I f  i t  had been, th is [+T h i ]  should 
move over onto an appropriate fo llow in g  s y l la b le .  Fourth, 
there arc morphemes with high tone that are [ - P ] .  As 
I have already stated, these morphemes are rare in  native  
words.
The d iffe rence  between the above ru le  and the ana lysis  
presented in  th is section is  that in  the case of the
la t t e r ,  I do not ascribe  underlying [+T h i ]  to the per- 
turber and claim that th is is  the source o f progressive  
perturbation . Rather, I claim that the c la s s if ic a t io n
of le x ic a l items by [P 'j is  purely ad hoc.
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R46j regressive perturbation 1
V ---------
















-T hi+T low — y
The following illustrate the operation of this principle.
tap bxly 
ky-«Sp b£ly 
psuy gl ntt n£s 
psruy gl nft yuh 
ki' yt 





*C-quench-he fire with water*
:.v [-fP] •
*G-quench-he fire with cargo*
OP]*P-strike dog me*
OP]*P-strike snake me*
O p ]•p-strike-you squirrel*
O ^] ’ O**P-strike-you alligator*
O P ]
The first three pairs of examples illustrate the operation 
of the rule on words from different grammatical categories. 
The linal two examples show the operation of the rule 
conditioned by [+la.r] or [tcheck] syllable nucleus. They 
also illustrate the situation where the rules are fed by 
R^3: contraction as the following partial derivation shows 
UF ktdlĵ rfX#bri!tz P-strike/you squirrel
O p ]




R^3 k!t r brilz
R4>6 k£ r brils
SF klr brilz
fad contraction not taken place, the structural description 
i f the rule would not have been met since {^r5} *2p sub® 
c oes not condition the change.
The final two rules deal with only three morphemes-- 
£; y&3 *3p mas*, £*r*yi} *3p fem', and £^n&] *lp pi inc*-~ 
a; d their affect on adjacent morphemes. However, because 
©: the high frequency of occurrence of these morphemes in 
Irnguage materials and because application of the rules is 
w: despread, it would be hard to miss the irregularity 
p: oduced by the rules in even a casual examination of the 
d ta. These pronouns differ from the other five pronouns 
i i several ways. Of the seven pronouns, only these three 
a :-e not [A-P], A3 so only these three are low tone in the 
1 ound form, Furthermore, {j/nyl} and £^nl} stand out in 
hat they condition certain alternations involving 
uBryngeali&ation and tone.
The first of these rules is a type of regressive 
perturbation conditioned by two morphemes only. Low 
tone of a morpheme whose nucleus is [-lar* -check, -P] 
becomes mid tone when followed by {^nyt} *3p fem* or 
C/n&) *lp pi inc.5
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R40; regressive perturbation 2
. v -- ■> C-T low] /-lar 
-check 
-T hi +T low 
-P















bl&z yS •G-wait he' ■' / '#,W |
blfcz n^ii1 [+P]’C-wait she* . r'
bl&z naa C+p]*C-wait we*
shy
[+P] ,’uncle his* , V .»•
Iiny 'uncle hers® * ' '
len ’uncle ours*
The first six examples show the operation of the rule 
on a noun and then a verb. The next three show that the 
rule does not affect morphemes that are [+P]. Rather, 
these morphemes perturb the tones of the pronouns by R̂ -5: 
progressive perturbation. The tones are then adjusted 
according to the influence of stress and of laryngeal!- 
aation (discussed in section 2.3*1-2 below). The last 
three examples show that the rule is not blocked by MRh3:
■"The laryngeal!zation of G&tyl] and will be
discussed in section 2.3-3*
contraction. It is ordered to precede MR ̂3, however, this
is merely a consequence of the form of the rule.
The final rule states that the low tone of an open 
syllable in a morpheme which is [+P] becomes high tone 
when followed by *3p fern*, {/y&} *3p mas*, or by
*lp pi inc*.
R k l s regressive perturbation 3
V * y / ft





Note th at these morphemes always undergo R43 i contraction 
s in ce  the s y l l a b l e  is open. The following data, illustrate 















The first example in each set of four shows the unperturbed 
tone of the stem. In the following examples of each set, 
tone has been perturbed by R41«
2.3 ,1.2 Tone processes
Of the three tone processes operating below the 
natural phonemic level, a good part of the evidence for
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the first 'two has already been presented in the preceding 
section (section 2.3.1.1). I first present these two 
processes followed by a discussion of the evidence for 
them, I then discuss the third process.
The first process states that laryngeal!nation 
lowers tone. High tone and falling tone become mid tone# 
and mid tone becomes low tone on a laryngeal!sed syllable.
P2i tone lowering on laryngeal!zed vowels
[*T hi] r "t hi iI - lowj / Vr+larj
Application of this rule is without exception, thus
requiring an abstract underlying f o r m  to be posited on
many syllables, When surface tone is mid tone, the rule
requires that underlying tone be high tone on laryngeal!zed
syllables. When surface tone is low tone, 1 posit an
underlying mid tone on laryngealized syllables. P2 then
produces correct surface tone.
The second process is also tone lowering. Mid tone
becomes low tone in a checked syllable.
P J i  tone lowering on checked vowels
C“T hi] — * [+T low] / ____V__
check j
Again, whenever surface tone is low on a checked syllable,
I posit an underlying mid. tone. Since P3 is not restricted 
in its application, correct surface tone will automatically
result.
Evidence for P2 and P3 and the accompanying analysis
for underlying tone occur in six parts of the paper. First
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in the beginning of section 2.3*1* I stated that there was 
no contrast between high tone or falling tone and mid 
tone on laryngealized syllables. I also stated that there 
was no contrast between mid tone and low tone on checked 
syllables. P2 and P3 provide a functional explanation 
for these facts. The reason the language does not allow 
such contrasts is because any such underlying tone would 
be automatically lowered.
Second, evidence is provided by R^5* progressive 
perturbation. I suggest that the reason [t-lar] or [,+check] 
syllables never undergo perturbation is because they never 
have an underlying low tone. Thus, given P2 and P3 and 
the accompanying analysis for underlying tone, R45 can be 






[+T hi] / V
OP]
The segment undergoing the change need not be specified 
Olar, -check] since such segments will never have under­
lying low tone.
Third, evidence is provided by R46s regressive
perturbation 1. Recall that syllables that are [-lar, 
-check, -T hi, -T low] or that are [tlar, -T hi, +T low] 
or that are [+checK, ~T hi, +T low] condition regressive 
perturbation. I suggest that the reason laryngealized or
checked syllables with a low tone condition regressive 
perturbation is that they are underlying mid. tone, correct
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surface tone being a result of the tone lowering processes. 
Thus, given the tone lowering processes and the accompany"
ing analysis for underlying tone, R46 can be stated with 
greater generality.
R46: regressive perturbation 1
'-T hi n 
+T 1 ow
’+T hi 1 / T lowj f-T hi "1 
j~T low)
The c o n d it io n in g  syllable nucleus can be checked, laryngeal"
iz ed  or n e i th e r .
Fourth, evidence i s  provided by R40t regressive 
p e r tu rb a t io n  2. Recall that syllables with a nucleus that 
i s  [tcheck] or [tlarj do not undergo the rule when they
would otherwise meet the structural description. Again,
I  su ggest  that the reason they dc not undergo the operation 
o f  the r u le  i s  because they are never underlying low tone. 
Thus, the rule can be stated with greater generality.
R40* r e g r e s s i v e  perturbation 2 
— [-T low] / __V
‘-T hi ' +T low 
~P
Rules 40, 4.5, 46 therefore, require the abstract underlying 
tone in order to operate correctly. Thus, they are ordered
before P2 and P3 having an antibleeding relationship with
them.
F i f t h ,  the r u l e s  of gram m atical p e r tu rb a t io n  p rov ide  
evidence for the tone lo w e r in g  p roce sse s  and the accompany­
ing underlying analysis. In  the next section, I show that
grammatical perturbation provides the context on which
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P2i tone lowering on laryngealized vowels operates.
Sixth, rules involving alternations in laryngeal!- 
zation provide evidence. In section Z.J.k, I show that 
these rules in conjunction with the rules of grammatical 
perturbation provide the context in which the tone lowering 
processes operate.
In summary, therefore, the two tone lowering 
processes and the accompanying analysis for underlying 
tone are defended on the basis of three types of evidence. 
The first type * surface contrast. The second type is 
the requirements of three rules. And, the third type is 
the operation of the processes under situations created by 
the rules of grammatical perturbation and laryngeal!zation.
The final process I present accounts for the 
neutralization of high tone and falling tone in unstressed 
syllables.
tone adjustment on unstressed voxvels
The operation of this rule is seen on morphemes that have 
undergone F^5* progressive perturbation. The following 
partial derivation illustrates the operation of this rule.
[>T hi]  —» [>T low] / ]]-stress']
V
g^Ik^ ru rSspBt 
Ph gyIky ru respEt
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R13« stress placement will be discussed in section 2.3*5* 
R45: progressive perturbation causes low tone of the
syllable following a morpheme which is [+P] to become 
falling tone. P4 then causes this falling tone to become
high tone.
2.3«2 Grammatical Perturbation 
Grammatical perturbation occurs only on adjectives 
and verbs.. The principle operating among adjectives is a 
simple one. Whatever the underlying tone of an adjective 
is, the tone of an adjective in the noun phrase is high 
tone.
R7t adjectival tone
v ____ .  f+T h i 1  j fw ?-T low] / (AdjS +_____3
NP
The following examples illustrate the operation of this 
rule. Underlying tone is that in the stative construction.
lame skinny hot s t ro n g
he is ... t i s  y5 r i t  yft z i g  yH f S r t  y&
...person mfoiky t i s mb£ky r i t mbeky z i g mbeky f e r t
...armadillo g5p t i s g'dp r i t g$p z i g g$p f e r t
...fox b i s  t i s bes  r i t bez z i g b i z  f e r t
« « e b i j  t i s b i l  r i t b£j z i g b i j  f l r t
This rule will be treated as a major rule since its 
application is widespread. I have noticed some exceptions, 
however, and these will be marked as such in the lexicon.




he is... pis y5 mb&t y$
...person mbeky pis mbeky mbit
.. .armadillo g$P pis g&p mb&t
...fox bez pis bez mb&t
.*.cat bî f pis bx̂ f rab&t
Looking at verbs paradigmatically, eleven productive 
patterns of tone perturbation occur. In context all 
deviations from these patterns are accounted for by the
rules of phonological 1perturbation, Pattern I, illus-
trated by do 3. strike 22, and nurse 38, is characterized
by no tone change.* 2
I. do 3 Ip strike 22 Ip nurse 38 lo
P dg
H rikya rdl r^iKa
C blkya bdi p$i&a
U n W K ya ndl n I t U
N w&yxkya wSdi
N+P w&gyikya wSgd t wSk^i^a
N+U+P w§,ngy£kya wSLndl w&.nKi<£a
lfThis fact was pointed out to me by John Alsop for 
Isthmus Zapotec before I ever started working on tone.
His analysis of Isthmus Zapotec tone perturbation 
(unpublished) was an important breakthrough in understanding 
Zapotec tone alternations and was of considerable help to me in working with TZ.
2I have no examples of verbs of this class withmid tore.
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2p 2p 2p
p gyIky ru kylr M  ru
H rik,v ru rgyir ru
C b£ky ru bdlr p$£$ ru
U nygy£ky ru nyg^lr nZlZ ru
N w&y£ky ru w&yir w§.c£& ru
N+P w&gyIk:y ru w&kylr ru
N+U+P w&ng^lk^ ru w§.nkylr ru
Pattern II, illustrated by dress 45 is characterized
1by tone alternations conditioned by person only.









An underlying low tone of a verb stem becomes high tone 
in the first person.
Patterns III* IY, Y illustrated by bend 39» slip 57 
and be angry 65 are characterized by tone alternations
conditioned by aspect only.
^Underlying tone is that of the second person completive. 
Again, I have no examples of verbs of this class with underlying mid tone. There are also no examples of underlying 
[-T hi] becoming falling tone conditioned by person only.
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Ill . bend 39 IV. Slip 57 V. M  angry 65
Ip Ip Ip
p l6^a rilya gaxi lagya
H 5r}| drilya rzl lagya
C bjbrja brilya gtlzl lagya
u 6*njo*)a nrXlya nyg*aal lagya
N w&jor)a w&rilya w5z£ lagya
N+P w§.cbrja wS.gr 1 1 ya w5.g5.sl lagya
H+U+P w5n$5g.a. w5nrilya wSng&zl lagya.
2p 2p 2p
P I013 ru rily ru gSzl lagy ru
H rjp5i) ru drily ru rzl lag^ ru
C b’j&g ru brlly ru g&zl lagy ru
U njorj ru nr£ly ru nygyazl lag^ ru
N w5.’joi} ru w5r£ly ru wSzl lagy ru
N+P w5k?bg ru w5gr£ly ru w&g&zl ligy ru
N+U+P winXfcg ru w5nrily ru wSgSzl lag5̂ ru
For verbs of class III , underlying low tone of the verb
stem becomes high tone in P, U, and N. For verbs of class
IV, underlying mid tone becomes high tone in P, U, and N.
For verbs of class v, ■underlying low tone becomes falling
tone1 in P, U and N «
Patterns VI, VII and VIII are characterized by tone
alternations conditioned by both aspect and person. These 
are .illustrated by handle 25, cross 2k and slice 4l. Handle
25 illustrates the most common pattern in the language.
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VI. handle 25 VII, cross 24 VIII. slice 41
Ip Ip Ip
p dana deda sGga
H rdana rdeda rsuga
C bdana bdeda psftga
u ndana ndeda nsftga
N widana wideda wisftga
N+P wigdana w&gdeda wiks&ga
N+U+P w&ndana winded! wins&ga
2p 2p 2p
P gan ru did ru sag ru
H rin ru rded ru rsfig ru
C bd&n ru bdid ru ps&g ru
U n^g^aan ru nded ru ns0g ru
N wan ru wided ru wisfig ru
N+P w&g&n ru wigded ru wiksig ru
N+U+P w&ngln ru winded rS winsig ru
For verbs of class VI, underlying low tone of the verb
stem becomes high tone in Ip and in P, U, N, For verbs 
of class VII, underlying mid tone becomes high tone in 
Ip and in P, U, N. For verbs of class VIII, underlying low 
tone becomes falling tone in Ip and in P, U, N.
There are several classes of verbs, all having /y/ 
initial stems, which differ from the eight patterns thus 
far discussed only by undergoing a tone change in the 
habitual form also. Pattern IX is characterised by tone 
alternations conditioned by aspect only, and differs from
IV on ly  in  the h a b itu a l  form.
IX. anchor 8
Ip 2p
p Xeza Zez ru
H rzeza rzez ru
G we^za weftz ru
U n g^eza nygyez ru
N w^.yeza w§.yez ru
N+P wA?e6za ru
N+U+P wUn^elza w&nce&z ru
Since the verb stem nucleus of anchor 8 is laryngealized 
the underlying tone is mid tone. (See section 2.3.1.2.) 
Thus, underlying mid tone becomes high tone in P, H» tf, N.
The last patterns, X and XI# are characterized by 
tone changes conditioned by aspect and person. They 
differ from verbs of class VI and VII only in the habitual* l •
form. Ascend 15 and descend 6 illustrate these patterns.










IV o n ly  in  the h a b itu a l  form .
IX. anchor 8 
ip 2P
p V & «*■ceza V *cez ru
H rzeza rzez ru
C we&za we&z ru
u ’V V* rfC KPnr g eza nyg^ez ru
N w&yesa wlyez ru
N+P w&^efcza ru
N+IJ+P w&nce§za w&n^efcz ru
Since the verb stem nucleus of anchor 8 is laryngealized; ' f4
the underlying tone is mid tone. (See section 2.3«1»2.) 
Thus, underlying mid tone becomes high tone in P, H, U, N.
The last patterns, X and XI, are characterized by 
tone changes conditioned by aspect and person. They 
differ from verbs of class VI and VII only in the habitual 
form. Ascend 15 and descend 6 illustrate these patterns.
X. descend 6 XI. ascend
Ip Ip









p gyHt ru cup ru
H yet ru rzup ru
C b&t ru gup ru
u nygyet ru nyg^up ru
N w&yet ru w&yup ru
N+P wilĝ fet ru w&6up ru
N+U+P w&ng^fct rfi w&nXup ru
For verbs of class X, underlying low tone of the verb 
stem becomes high tone in Ip and P, H, U, N. For verbs 
of class XX, underlying mid tone becomes high tone in
Ip and in P, H, U, N.
Before formulating the rulee, I will discuss tone
i " • • * • . ? > .
on verbs with the motion auxiliary, on verbs with two 
syllable stems, on derived verbs, and on passive con-
situations. On verbs with the motion auxiliary £yV}.".. * ‘ in­
tone perturbs on the verb stem conditioned by person
'■far'only. On the auxiliary prefix, tone perturbs according 
to person and aspect. There is no tone change on the 
verb stem conditioned by aspect. Kill 32 illustrates
tone on the verbs with the motion auxiliary.
Kill 32
Ip Ip mot aux
data ca tutaP
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H rduta rza tuta
C bduta g*a tuta
U nduta tuta
N wStduta w&yu tuta
N+P w&gduta wS,ca tuta
N+U+P wSnduta wjlnca tuta
2p 2p
P kut ru ca tht ru
H rht ru raS. ttkt ru
nw biit ru gwl tht ru
U nygyut ru nygya t$t ru
N wut ru v®&3. t&t ru
N+P w&kbt ru tbt ru
N+U+P w&nkftt ru w&nc& tUt ru
Thus, the rules are clitic bound* i.e. , change in aspect
on the motion auxiliary will not affect the tone of the
stem <3f the main verb since a clitic boundary intervenes
between the motion auxiliary and the stem,.
The significant thing about verbs with two syllable
stems is that only the first syllable may undergo a










W'f P w&gayu w&g&yftr
N+U+P w&ngayft w&ng&y$r
Similarly with passives, only the passive morpheme
{d!i+} may undergo grammatical perturbation. The verb
stem will always have underlying tone. Tumble 20 and




H rt&ba rdftdftba yb;: ■ ‘ V-:
C ptSiba bdftdtiba ; .id'* . •
U nt&ba ndud&b£
..• ■\a ... ■' • ■' *•«* . j .
2p 2p pass
P tftb ru dud&b ru
H rt&b ru rd&d&b ru
C pt&b ru bdtid&b ru
U ntilb ru ndudfcb ru
buy H-2 ./'U
lp 2p 3p pass
P •si sir duzilny
H rzi rzilr rdbailn4’'
C wi wilr bd&si!tny
U nzl nziir ndusilny
The verb stem of tumble 20 never perturbs. In passive
constructions, howeveri, tone of the passive morpheme does
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The tone of buy 42 perturbs except in passive constructions 
where only the tone of the passive morpheme perturbs. 
Furthermore, grammatical tone on buy 42 is conditioned 
by person and aspect. However, grammatical tone on the 
passive is always conditioned by aspect only. The analysis, 
therefore, must reflect the following two generalizations. 
First, within clitic bounds, tone can perturb on only 
one syllable. If it perturbs on the passive morpheme, 
it cannot perturb on the stem of the main verb. Second, 
tone will always perturb on the leftmost perturbable 
syllable. In the final analysis, it will be seen that 
all verb stems which are [-T hi, -P] in UP are perturbable. 
The passive morpheme is perturbable. The motion auxiliary 
is perturbable. The verbal!aer is sometimes perturbable.
The negative is not perturbable.
Grammatical tone of the verbal!zer {&+} is conditioned 
by aspect only as be cold 64 illustrates.
be cold 64 
lp 2p
p g&zil^a gaslly ru
H r&zlly ru
C g&zlly£ gftsxly ru
U nvVgyas£l*/a n^g^azll^
N wazil^a wazlly ru
N+P w3tg&zilya w&g§tzily :
N+U+P w§tngasll^a w§.ng§.sily
Only the tone of the leftmost perturbable syllable changes
in th is  exam ple; however, there are exceptions to this 




p g&zeda g&zed ru
H r&ze&da r&zelid ru
C g&ze&da gftzefed ru
u nygyaze&d|i nygyaze&d ru
N wazeSda waze&d ru
N+P w&gUzeMa w&g&ze&d ru
N+U+P w&ng&se&da w&ng&zefed ru
Grammatical perturbation occurs on only the forms one
• " f t  ■' v V  .«
would expects however, in one, or sometimes two (see 
be angry 65) grammatical environments, perturbation does 
not occur on the leftmost perturbable syllable. Be cold 611- 
shows clearly that *verbaliaer' is perturbable. Tone
is perturbed on the verbaliaer in U and N of be bored 64. 
However, it perturbs on the stem of the main verb in P.
The situation is even mors complicated for be angry 65
iwhere both w&sl lagrji and w&zi lagya * I will not be angry' 
are acceptable. In the first case tone perturbs on (§.+ } 
'verbaliaer* and in the second case on {zl#lag^} 'be angry.' 
Thus, while tone may perturb on only one syllable within 
clitic bounds, there are exceptions to the claim that it 
will always perturb on the leftmost perturbable syllable.
One possible solution to the problem would be to break up 
the rule and treat the exceptions in each subpart where
10k
they occur. I have, however, noticed no exceptions to the 
rule on passive constructions or on verbs with two syllable 
stems. For these forms, tone perturbs only on the leftmost 
perturbable syllable within the clitic bounds. Since the 
exceptions are rare in the data I have thus far observed 
and since I have studied the speech of only one individual, 
I leave the problem for further investigation.
The following four rules generate grammatical tone. 
R9* lp subject tone adjustment
/ + C _____in Ip verb stem
0 LR
Conditions (1) clitic bound
(2) can apply only once within clitic 
boundary
RIO s potential tone adjustment
-T hi •P f+T hi' |_-T low
/ +C _____ in P, U,
LR stem
N verb
Conditions (1; clitic bound
(2) can apply only once within clitic 
boundary
MRUs H tone adjustment
E-T hi] ---■> [t? iow] / +y. in H verb stem
MR12s tone readjustment
[>T hi] ---[+T low] / + __
R9 accounts for alternations conditioned by lp. RIO 
accounts for alternations conditioned by semantic potential 
and unreal. R9 and RIO are major rules. Thus they capture 
the generalization that grammatical perturbation is regular. 
Tone always and only perturbs on verb stems in which the 
nucleus of the first syllable is [-T hi, -P], Furthermore,
they reflect the fact that the majority of the verbs in 
the language require both R9 and RIO. Those verbs in 
which perturbation is conditioned by aspect only are parked 
[-R9] in the lexicon. Those verbs in which perturbation 
is conditioned by person only are marked [-R10]. Of the 
eighty-four UF's listed in the appendix, only fourteen 
are [-R9] and only one is [-R1G]. MRll accounts for 
alternations conditioned by habitual aspect. MR12 accounts 
for alternations in which the perturbed tone is falling 
tone not high tone. They are minor* i.e., the alternations
it ; .
they account for are not predictable except by reference 
to ad hoc word class. The following table shows which
. ’ ’ f ■ Irules are required to produce the tone patterns for each
v .. " " : ' • '-ftMy*
of the eleven classes. , w
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Wherever the same rules are required to produce alternations 
in different classes, the classes differ only in underlying
tone.
The characteristics of grammatical perturbation in 
several ways resemble those of progressive perturbation.
Tone always perturbs from [-T hi] to [+T hi]. Furthermore,, 
only syllables that are [-P] undergo grammatical pertur­
bation. With progressive perturbation, however, cnly low 
tone perturbs. With grammatical perturbation, low tone and 
mid tone perturb. With progressive perturbation, low tone
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becomes falling. With grammatical perturbation, tone is 
perturbed to either high tone or falling tone. Historically, 
what is now analyzed as grammatical perturbation may have 
once been the automatic result of a principle like 
p.ogressive perturbation conditioned by a full syllable 
aspect prefix. In TZ (but not in the Isthmus) the aspect 
prefix has reducsi to a consonant. What remains is the 
effect of this historical morpheme on the verb stem. At 
the present time, however, the differences between grammat­
ical perturbation and piogressive perturbation are great 
enough to require the analysis to treat them as different 
principles.
It is interesting to note that grammatical pertur­
bation does not follow the morphology in TZ..< Tone does 
not perturb on each construction in which the potential 
prefix (k-t) occursi P, N+P, N+U+P. It does perturb, 
however, on each construction in which the semantic idea 
'potential" is present and in which the potential morpheme 
occurs in other Zapotsc dialects» P, N. In light of 
what has already been said about the historical source of 
grammatical perturbation, it would appear that the negative- 
aspect interrelationship that presently exists in TZ does 
not represent the historical pattern.
2.3*3 Laryngealization
In discussing alternations involving laryngealisation,
I first present those rules which directly involve tone.
I then proceed to rules which seem to be grammatically
conditioned. In the first rule, a smr.ll class of morphemes, 
marked [+LJ, condition laryngealization in a preceding
syllable with falling tone.
R^7; regressive laryngealisa',i on
V--- •̂[■flar-] / C, V
j>T h i t  [>LJ |_+T lowj
I am aware of only four members of this class t {/nyi}
43p fern®, (/na) 0lp pi inc ', ^gala] 'before*, arid (/la} 
'emphatically*. The following data illustrate the operation 
cf this rule.
t£s yft
:4\. . ' . (!■ '• i; • - -• ,'lame he*
tils n*l ®lame she *
gfil y& "grandfather he’
guul n^x •grandfather she'
gayfty ■it.' '■• ■ ''P-lead-he*
gayuur/ 'P-iead-she*
Since (/nyi} is f+L], it conditions regressive laryngealis
ation. C/yu} does not. The rules of grammatical perturba
tion .feed Rij-7 as the following partial, derivations show.
'she will slice ' 'she sliced' •you will slice*
UF k+s&g/nyl gbtsttg/nyl ktsfig/rG
R10 k sug nyl — k sug ru
MR 12 k sug nyi — k sfig ru
Rif-7 k suug n^l — ---
P2 suug — — *'■
SF suug n^l psfig nyl sOg ru
The second rule states that the same class of
morphemes, |[+L], are laryngeal!zed following a syllable 




C+lar] / V C [+PJ 0
The following illustrate the operation of this rule.
3p mas 3p fern
faint 4-0 [+P] I&'w y5 ^h'w nyii
wait 51 kw&z yu kw&z nyii
Most verbs which condition progressive perturbation 
and progressive laryngealization are marked [+P] in the 
lexicon. However, there is a 3mail class of verbs in
which tone does not perturb grammatically, but in which. • ■ ' .
in exactly those environments where one expects grammatical 








N+P w2Lkwl gy nyi
N+U+P wS.nkwlgy nyl
The following rule expresses this principle.
MR8s Perturber adjustment 
v ---[+p] / in  P, U, N
The fourth rule performs the same function as tone
lowering. TZ does not allow high tone on laryngcaiized
syllables. One way that this comes about as shown earlier
is through tone lowering. Anotiler way is by vowels losing
their .laryngeal! zati on on syllables with high tone.
R15' laryngeal reduction
V --- > [-lari / ___
f+T hi 1 
j_~T lowj





The adjective of the second member of each pair of examples 
loses its laryngeaiization due to its tone having been 
perturbed by R7* adjectival tone.
In some cases Rlj? is fed by grammatical perturbation
on verbs. Anchor 8 illustrates
anchor 8
Ip 2p
P ceza Xez ru
H rzeza rzez ru
C wet'za we$z ru
U n^g^eza n.YgY 5 z r{\
N w9.y§za w&yez ru
’five trips'
•trip fifth"
'it (animal) is black' 
'black fuiake’
fMS^Sr^gSg Ri!Ĥ ifiuaŜ ĝ g!iroHBĝ .ifliai8BgaBBWBaMHBt»̂ ,«auBgwwwitia»MWM» inwwwnwmw jiti
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+-7> wikkceeza w&kce&z ru 
w&n£ebz ruN+U+P w2ln<?aSza
■ ^ -• '-v  •'-.>•■ ■«r  • The patterns of laryngoalization, however* do riot
always follow from the patterns of grammatical perturbation
Note the following patterns.̂
catch 30 relate 29
I? 2p l p 2p
P duba kub ru do du go nbr
H rduba rub ru rdo du rb ntir
C bduba bdub ru bdo du be& ntir
U nduba r? g^uub ru ndo du nyg^oo ntir
V*An w&duba wub ru w5.do du wo nt.r
N+P w&gauba w&kub ru w-igdC du w&gb n&r
N+U+P w&nduba wlrikub ru wStfcdo du w&ngb nftr
give 5-3 buy 42
l p 2p l p 2p
P rxka kwIk ru zx z£r
H drxka rblk ru rzx rzilr
C brlka brilk ru <Twx wilr
U nrxka mbxk ru nzi nzixr
N wSrika w&bxk ru W&KJL w&zxr
N+P w&grxka w&kwlk ru w&ksi w§.ksilr
N+U+P w§.nrlka v/&nk”lk ru w&nsx wUnsilr
*Go I 9 and grind 28 each have laryngealis&tior: 
ir. forms other than those represented in the examples. However, their irregularity is unique, occurring in only 
single words. I have therefore excluded them from this 
s tudy,
Catch 30 suggests a need for a rule iaryngealizing 
second and third person unreal.
MR16: U -laryngeal i sati on
V ----[+lar] / in {2p, 3p] > U verb stern
Give 53 suggests a need for a rule laryngealiz 1.ng 
second and third person completive.
MR.1?: C-laryngeal! zati on 
y _™— [+larj,/ in [2pf 3p]. C verb stem 
Relate 29 requires application of both rules. The 
analysis I suggest for buy 42 is to call the base form of 







The tone of the base form is grammatically perturbed by 
R9 and RIO. Laryngealization is then lost on the perturbed 
forms by RI5 . Then the second and third person unreal is 
laryngeaiized by MR16. Tone lowering, P2, follows. Thus, 
all the forms in the active paradigm of buy 42 are accounted 
for. My reason for choosing th. s analysis is that the
analysis claims that, the parall 1 between grammatical 
perturbation and laryngealization is not just coincidental 
but the same principle is operating in buy 42 as is 





.laryngaalizing second and third person unreal is needed 
independently of the suggested analysis for buy 42 in any 
case. The pattern illustrated by buy 42 seems to be the 
most common one among verbs with alternations involving 
laryngeal!zaticn.
One final pattern of this type needs to be considered. 
It is illustrated by remove 54. 
remove 54
ip 2p
p loo •« *Kor
H rloo rboftr





This pattern suggests the need for a rule laryngealising 
lp stem.
MR18j Ip-laryngealization 
V - -- [+lar"} / in lp stem
The underlying form for the stem of remove 54 is [loo].
Tone of the base form is grammatically perturbed by R9 
and RIO. Laryngealizaticn is then lost on the perturbed 
forms by R15* The stem is then laryngeal!zed in the 
Ip and in the U by MR16 and MR18. Tone lowering, F2, 
follows. Thus, all the forms of remove 54 are accounted .for.
Like the rules of grammatical perturbation, therefore,
if jfcffNSPVUBI A!UX5LMBrzvnm**%1 B M W — 7WMm«HMa»yrinnniw»
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grammatical rules of laryngeaiization are seen to be 
conditioned toy person and aspect.
The final rule of Vdzi section accounts for the 
fact that, the verb stem often becomes laryngeal!sed in
the causative.
MR19» causative laryngeal!zation 





, w. **_y -k 11r ru
sleep gas ru gs?as ru
bend jon ru v -coon ru
wait k ez ru , w - - k eez- ru
beat g&s ru gaaz ru
anchor <£ez ru •sees ru
scatter gya£ der v -v -Case ru
scare ^xb ru ?iib ru
2.3*^ The Effect of Grammatical Perturbation and Laryngeali zati on oh the 
Tone Lowering Processes
The rules presented in the last two sections have 
been seen to feed and bleed P2: tone lowering on laryn- 
gealized vowels. Before continuing, I make explicit the 
relationship of these rules to P2. R15« laryngeal
reduction bleeds P2. However, the situation in which P2 
applies is created by grammatical rules in three ways. 
First, it is created by tone adjustment rules (R9-R12) 
operating on underlying stems with laryngealized nuclei 
which are exceptional with respect to R15. The partial
i*w<rtn
situation. Second, it is created by tone adjustment rules 
in conjunction with MRI61 U-laryngealization or MR18« 
lp-laryngealis&tion. The partial derivations of n^g^oor 
*you should have ground* and nsilr 'yon should have bought' 
illustrate this situation. Third, it is created by MRl? 1
C-laryngeal!sation acting on forms on which the tone is 
not grammatically perturbed. The partial derivation of 








UP k+guiVru ngy+dorj^ru ngy+zil/ru gb+dor^ru
RIO k. guu ru ngy 0 ru ngy zii ru
R15 — — ngy z i ru — -
MRl 6 ■ ngy oc ru ngy zil ru —
MRl7 — gb 00 ru
b e a « • * • € » • • •
P2 guur v v ~ n‘ g* oor nziir go5r
Thus, rules of grammatical perturbation and laryngeal- 
izat-ion provide evidence for the tone lowering processes 
by creating the situation in which they apply.
2.3*5 Stress Placement
In polysyllabic morphemes stress is always stem
final.
R13• stress placement 
V ----> [+stress]| / _____+
stem
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gayUr ’you will lead*
grambE*£t ’elephant* (gsr̂ an feestia)
ristC-O "story* (from rii^ ’word* and too'head*)
• l ' ; ' ; " ,• • .
3.C MORPHEME STRUCTURE
Surface structure constraints (SC) are expressed at 
the natural phonemic level. Many of these have already 
been seen as the primary motivation for phonological rules 
operating above the natural phonemic level. For example, 
the fact that velar obstruents can't initiate a syllable 
initial cluster is primary motivation for R3S: velar 
deletion 1 and R22s b-lenition. In terms of morpheme 
structure, unacceptable patterns often occur- in UF. 
Phonological rules adjust these patterns so that they 
conform to acceptable patterns defined by SC. In The 
discussion that follows, I will be -concerned only with 
constraints on sequences, I further limit discussion to 
single morphemes of native origin except where a principle 
has a broader application. A more thorough study would 
include constraints on segments, on non-native morphemes 
and on inter-morphemic constructions.
3.1 Syllable Structure
A syllable may be initiated by a vowel, a consonant 
or a two-consonant cluster. It may be terminated by a 
vowel or a single consonant. Although there are many two
syllable words in TZ„ the majority are composed of two
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single syllable morphemes or are loan, words.^ Thus a 
morpheme will usually he one, hut maybe two syllables. 
S C I i +  (0 * V c j ) * +
Any C-sylj segment may terminate a syllable except





Any single f’-syl] segment may initiate a syllable 
except for /p, i, ij/ .
SC3: not + ||] [+syl]
Some loan ’words have been adjusted to conform to this 







* , .. , .• . . . ■' . ;yl •' • ‘fy'j •;The following constraints apply to syllable initial 
clusters. In the case of medial clusters in the bisyl- 
labic morpheme, the first consonant of the cluster should
be thought of as belonging to the first syllable and the
This ray not have been the case even in recent 
history. Some old speakers pronounce many single syllable nouns with a final unstressed L~hi, -rnd] vowel utterance 
final. Note for example the following: nis/nisa 'water', bi£/bi£e 'rabbit'. I consider the second form to no longer be a part of present day speech. Based on very limited 
contact, however, my impression of Zaniza Zapotec, (the 
most closely related to TZ), is that this vowel does not 
appear to have been dropped. Thus in the recent pasty 
stress may not have been predictable, and there may have 
been many more two syllable morphemes.
nBBUmBMaoMsaDwa
n e
remaining so the second syllable,
Geminates are not permitted within a morpheme,
SC^. not +C, C.
X  i .
The only gemina ;e- clusters that are allowed in inter-
morphemic clusters are [-fnasj as the following illustrate.
nnuuza UF: ngy+nuus-fa 'I should haveplanted'
Any [-syi] segment may be the second member of a 
[-syl] cluster except for /p, kw, c, m» nf h/*
SC5» not +[-syl] {p. kw , m, n, h}
If the second member of a consonant cluster is 
[-fobs, -cont, -vd], then the first member is / p / or /s/.










Medial two consonant sequences need not necessarily conform 
to this condition since the first consonant is part of the 
first syllable and the second consonant is part of the 
second syllables sik^too "All Saints Day,"
If the second member of a consonant cluster is
[-fobs, -cont, +vd, ^pt], the first member is either 
[•fact, -cor, -cont'] or [+nas, oipt].
V 'f- ». •
*;• ' i
, v ; 'i'f >; ;j; • (yf ■












ndiil ’bow* • v  r-f <* •-■
n|uh ‘drop1
If the second member of a i-sylj cluster is













rzi 'stingy* appears to bG an exception to this constraint.
‘mouse*
I have not modified the constraint, however, because it 




f>obs] sequences always agree in voicing.
SC9 s IF: +[+obs31_'+obs3
\l' -l-THEN: L^vd][kvd]






C ff-ant j -cor L-cont \
L ¥ J
■robs ~| -contl 
+vd J
SC7: IF:
• i. • t-- .'y-.V'. Vk>i
; ». . . v . '• . .* , <f
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SC8: IF:
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nt! r ,.• • ■ v,r .*>; »•;+ant ( w-cor j
• •If the second member of a [~syl] cluster ic [+con3,
+nas], the first member is /s/ or /m/.














If the second member of a L~sy^3 cluster is [+cons, 












If the second member of a [-syl] cluster is [-c ns].
* cave8
'mosquito’
the first member is /P»
SG121 IF; C-syl]< • . ?’*;u'>,: •'••' ' ' ' ' ■' .................  J > •















It follows from the above const ints that only 
/p. bi s5 m, n, r/, iy  may initia a consonant cluster.
3•3 Vowels
There are no C+sylj sequence in TZ.
SC13» not +C r+syl]0 C -
Only [-rnd3 vowels occur i lowing [+cons, +ant, -cor3
in native words.
THEN: [-rnd]
ma ’ 3p animals
mi ;3p feo resp‘
mee *eorn smut’
ba ' sky *
bi * wind{
bey 'nail*
S01E does not hold without exception. It probably did 
historically and for that reason I include It. Spanish 
loans do not conform and there are even a few exceptions 
in what seem to be words of native origin.- For discussion 
see section 2.2.2.2.
In morphemes of two syllables, the first syllable 
always has low tone in the unperturbed form.
SCX5: IF: +Cn [+syl] C [tsyl] C +
V  I V  U
THEN: f-T hi I
[+T 1 owj
Of course, this tone may be perturbed by a preceding word 
which is [+P], This condition is probably a reflex of 
the historical principle governing tone perturbation 
(section 2.3.1.1). Morphemes with the feature [>P] 
usually have an unperturbed low tone. (The only exceptions 
are among the pronouns.)
In two syllable morphemes, the first syllable is 




Note ri^too ‘story" from rii^ ‘word" and too "head".
Since stress is always stem finalt in forming the compound 
stem, stress was lost and consequently b o  was laryngeali- 
zation on the first syllable.
Palatalized obstruent stops are velar.
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This part of the appendix consists of a list of single 
syllable single morpheme words. They are primarily nouns 
and adjectives. Nouns are presented in the citation form.
Note that this form has underlying tone. Adjectives are 
presented in the form in which they would occur in the
stative clause since this form has underlying tone and 
laryngealization. When a possible Spanish source has been
identified, it .is included in•• • • ' t vparenthesis. Words are
narked which are [+Pj.
T*1 salary Pll^ water wsll(piia)
lie head pki louse
is water gourd psl eagle
mammary gland bl wind
back bit skunk
sweet bit epasote
I:r Indian (indio) bid tar
In turtle bidr bottle (vidrio)
i i * parrot blky mountain, brother
p x d (Elpidio) biky short
p i k pick (pico) big7 frog
pis small (pececillos) big* stale
125
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biK rabbit [+Pl kylt pretty [+T
bx^ cat kyIgy hard
bis habit (vicio) k wl noon meal
bis ghost gyl fire
bis anus gyI shall ow
big termite gylb tendon
•K-fXvll/ desirous gyIt tortilla
bin (Yalvina) gyld leather
bln multi-colored gy£d chicken
blny mud gyIky paper
blly snake
\f. V V v*, vS ic r.-.air
toll* woman’s sister [+P] gyil sickly
blw whistle gyls pet
bjl flute gyis w-sed
bjlj pineapple not
bllny foam gyii grass
bslny mouse gyiny wax* pal.au trunk [t?]
brl'z crayfish gyn y mamey C+P]
brli} small ant el long time
brij} hook a soft
t± or Kit red-headed woodpecker
tlb knee Kxk (Chico)
txt (Tito) c.ik (Chica)
tlk (Eutiquio) v.vCIO breast (chiche)
tis lame v>vCIS (Francisco)
tl’S (Narsiso) clK elbow
txz a bird Kxny good qua!i' '
Im (Timoteo) V o Cll) cane whiskey
tin (Cristina) f t day
"CXl (Jutilio) ft? chick
txr a bird lib weaver’s stick
tlr bullet (tiro) Jtf fearful1
t£ny money (dinero) Ilny deer* syrup [+P]
dl tun 'melodxa) III} bed bug (chenche)
d i y in;tes me gas f£s business (oficio)




T i n " her mlr (Casimiro)
ftl (Filigcnio) mnl cultivates.
si (Lucia) mbi toad
slk (Francisco) ®bigy seed
slst (Sixto) - -Vmblc blister
sin shoestring (cinta) nld (Leonides)
- Ys m c belt (cincho) nlky tight« y sirr smart nlgy milk, sap ,[+:
strlb stirrup (es tribe) ni$ coffin
skln^ corner (esquina) nlX (Dionisio)
zl hurt nls water
Z l few, squash flower nis aunt
Z l g hot nil just because
z l g fist nlw (nigua)t- Vzigr many w*, y  ikJ flower bud
zlny fatigue <■': ?•»/ v-v- i"/.’ ; 'ivy #  . - w,J}g is braid
zlly big nyl
■ • ..-y . y
her
z l  r more
ys ;yy:
y nygylgy belly button
& Mr-. ■'i' '■ V;:'y'"vy ;■ 11 straight
U i . shoulder 1 1 (Maria)
Y *Slg pine cone . '"i , ll (Ellas)


























llbr- ■ .» i. book (libro)
l.tgy placenta









rlt (Mar gar i to, st)
rig (Rodrigo)
rl£ crack
■ § j j h
Sî S5Kfg®EBBffifiS85̂ 13gKS9e®ê «BS!SMai5a8BB»T«jsie»a»739MBiw«î »i
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r l z slip knot Jii mountain pass
rlly cornal Ih I ring-tailed cat
rzx stingy silly morning meal
wi Zimatlan zil sour
wlky oil gland zilgy a flavor
wit? Sola de Vega zilw rotten smell
bl' flea V. vSIX narrow
tr smell V. *.£* J. jiv K a town name
dl * rr ash ^wilny a town name
foot milly thousand (mil)
SI' strong smell mill) (Benjamin)
Zl'l only robril six centavos
&■ gay , .« Vraoxxz bluejay, ‘ragonf
yt-r- short time nil this
ml* small nxik (Monica)
n£' too hd iily bowed
11' patio liiH (Patricia)
rl' salty ril mint flavored
fl'ny sharp rily word
wl'ny puppy rilny work
ilny bottom will (Luis)
m y cotton ev? (Eocaric)
bilg* difficult -Vpec sternum (pecho)
buy lion -Vpez (peso), • r >>X x 2 corner post pkeky mosquito
bzil withered preb test (prueba)
brilz squirrel pres prisoner (preso)
til ten pwent bridge (puente)
tilny fifteen be small crab
ti\ly mysterous bet (Roberto)
gy.ilb metal bed (Pedro)
gyU n y chile bt*k necklace
gWii black widow spider bSg comb
&ilb goat (chivo) begy dove
cixnt Jacinto bee (Silvester)
2iiny greasy bbs welt
■wwwx
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biz fox feb Thursday (jueves)
b&z bee fSny young (joven)
b&/ regular f el (Ofelia)
b&l star, fish fart strong (fuerte)
bel wake (velorio) fred (Alfredo)
bSy nail, cloud fren oridie (freno)
bre& breach (brecha) sep block (sepo)
bye racoon seb (Eusebio)
bylr Friday (viernes) sel (Marcelo)
tea crosswise swert fate (suerte)
t£g flat pan ze long-haired
teg dip z&t far
tern (Artemio) zet squash plant
tey (Leoterio) zUd salt, tough [tP’j
tew (Teodoro) stomach
tyen store (tienda) f t wide, uncle
, y-Y k^es cheez (queso) ft ny many
kweky firecracker (cohete) ftl spider web
kv'Sl corn husk ■ftly corn silk
& erp body (cuerpo) sey seal (sello)
g/5t squash Ikeg house fly
g^g gourd sl£k sparrow hawk
gJ^ sticker, metate C+PJ ** y megJ sock (media)
town, fiber — V mec wick (raecha)v-vgJê sore mes (Nemesia)
gyhz masorca TRSZ table (mesa)
gJez powder men a name
g^ei pond msl (Samuel)
gftl milpa me y (Baldomero)y*g^y rain mew cat
g-̂ ey ice mbeky person
f t evening meal t+P] myerk Wednesday (miercoles)
ftl (Flocelo) inweft sign (muestra)
V- v cenc (Crescencio) nS gy cloth
le slow ne£ (Onesimo)
coarse [/>-P’J n&z, road, race, type
^ w twW' ’ ji.’ Juc'ri;' iq_,».iHimViĥ^̂»U : ' W
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n$n raw smell 18' proudw*,i)g el rooster r£e water jarw*2)g $z traces r g'ny fat
nySb a name bee right
let (Anacleto' beed mang
letr letter (letra) beSny gui tar
leX milk (leche) be8l meat
18j home be8y moon
18 s long time bye 8 wi tch
18s opossom tees but
les awl (.leana) tG?S2 nest
len (Elena) de&t unhappy
l£w a name to hard
rS there ĝ 'ee flower
1''■£*{ rag left ĝ ’eSz edible greens, y#< \ rony other
night
gys&ny absess
-Vi rel ĝ elg*- hole
i'w.'.i rSy king (rey) g^eSy male
:|Jj rej grillwork (reja) stepy three days ago
rwSd wheel (rueda) XeiX (Moises)"-'3 h€f boss (jefe) IeSny smoke
her brand . feez judge (jues)• *.'■ * ,<* 
' ' x» vfe y wolf
white-skinned (gtlero)
feeny wife, husband
,/ fj w8r feely (Felix)
y§ corn crib, heavy see (Jose)
y8ny neck, bundle seit (Zeta)■ ̂ b8*n alligator ze8 loosely woven
b8*y mushroom, gnat ze&d lazy
b8*w parrot zill middle
te°y dandruff XeSs rain wear
ce5 dog sk^eey San Lorenzo
g^&’y lime me8 corn smut
s8' place neeX (0ne3ima)
z8* there nygye& husband
ndfe* that rv’gJe^Z gizzard
18* w zapcte J V •-n^eel (Daniel)
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leey law (ley) . -Vxac (Anastacia)
leSw free taz taza
wee (Manuel) tant quantity (tanto)
we&X rough texture t§my mean [+Pl
a garlic (ajo) tal (Natalia)
ark arch (arco) taw (Taurino, Claudio)
ark angel (angel) tay (Natalia)
any dead (anima) da holy
ahy (Angela) da delicate
pa (papa) dat flat
Pap potato (papa) daz dance (danza)
pat duck (pato) dam (Damaso)
pas (paso) ka where
p&z swell (espasmo) ka toucan
oSl sun light- kad (Arcado)
bat shirt yoke (bata) kas frog
bag dow (vaca) Jean (Candido)
baf dog kal lime (cal)
bas fathom kay street (callo)
bas cup (vaso) kryad servant (criado.a)
baby boy kah box (caja)
ban (Silvano) k ag cocoon (capullo)
bSny male mule f+P] , w-v k ac twin (cuats)
bal bullet (bala) i w*,k al baby girl
bay rebezo (pano) , w*. k ah rennet, curd (cuajo)
bftiy (Pablo) , w-k ay horse (caballo)
bza Ejutia gS. fcopil
braw (Braulio) g&gy seven [+P[)
byah trip (viaje) gS.s low
byak crow gan profit (ganar)
byal winged ant gS-l few
by2.n hare g&l twenty [+P3
t£.p four gras thank s (gracias)
tab (Cctavia) gW As archer's bow
tat dad (tata) g'Van mirror, glass
tak taco gyS high
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U t short (chato) n&p good
$ag cheek n&b idol [+P3
cay (Cesario) n&t empty
IS full [+P] nS.k group, unit [+Pj
M fast, light weight A  Ynac (Nacho)
fan (Juana) nils day before yesterday
fam (famosa) nan (Fernando)
flab (Flavio) n&n soot, thick £+Pj
sa earlier nan^ inside, around
sab Saturday (sabade) nar (Leonardo)
san (Susano) nay (Zenaido)
sark wall-eyed (zarco) nya mother-
sroan semana nyH red
z& cloud, lard gg£e  ̂ r;
zan cross sex sibling 9S'̂ s chach&l&ca
s&ny many [+P] unfriendly
lib clothing V/ wng as horn, handle
s&k wild turkey IcL what;• • - •
skab intelligence lap pencil (lapiz)v„san a bird I5.b foot
roa (mama) iat among
mak (Macrina) lat bucket (lata)
Eia? male mule (macho) l&d tree bark
mas (Maximo) lSJk scar
maz mallet (mazo) laky flat-»vmaz tame (manso) lag^ liver, squash seed
man (Amando) 1&S bark of banana plant
mai} (mange) laz tie (lazo)
mal harm (mala) l&z section
mar bottle las orange (naranja)
may pretend (mayo) las£ last
mart Tuesday (martes) lan (Hermelando)
mars March (marzo) lal (Eulalio)
mb&t thick law (Lauro)
mb§.ny life [+P] lay (Hilario)
n& today, nev: l&y tooth
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ly£ bitter fresh corn
lya gall bladder n^a' mom
Iy&g leaf ny3.K n year
lya? buzzard lac guaje
iya& avocado leaf ly*' bean plant
rab radish (rabano) y§.' liquid
r&g cold [+P] -Vpaac stalky
r&s twitch pyaar lasso
rS.s throb baS. sky, grave
ray (Kayrc ido) byaa cactus
ry&i shiny (real) byaS.1 cockroach
w§.6 dry taan (Cayentano)
wan (Juan) daa (Watividad)
v/an (Juana).1V . da&b palm belt
ya hot house. IV • daal thimble (dedal)
y.l I kail. trap
yap chayote kaad (Ricardo)
yak (Ciriaco) ka&ky white, clean
y&g tree, wood ka&c yellow
.y&g7 plum ka&s black, dark
yagy naked kaaz- swollen lymph gland
yas Zenzontepec kwalt unfortunate
yas ditch, ravine kwa3.n medicine
y&s avocado ga& nine
y&y soot ga&b close
pkya{ louse' •}f v ■, • gaily five
by2.’ maggot faas (Calfas)
byS.5 n senzontle sail seed of cuajinicuil
d&f petate sa§. beans
ka* green■'if' • XwaSr, master, owner
IcS* blind maac (Tomas)
ky&> repeatedly maan (German)
ga'l shadow mnyaa wife
gy5.sn dish naft orchard
ft- warm [4-P] naUg yesterday
s5." fiesta nail open, clear
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nakn step relation ebn three
nya.&. mother Is, bent
i)g §1 weasel sop soup (sopa)
laS. loose sot (Sotero)
l“aa (Nicolds) sog hide tie (soga)
waa (Juan) zb well (poso)
walln people of Zanisa mo cow
yaS. hand, light mod method (modo)
ya&g shirt moz helper (mozo)
yajtn (Adrian) nob bride, groom (novio.a)
yaHl copal nor (Honorio, Leonor)
os bear (cso) 3 b face, before
pol (Leopoldo) lop (Lopez)
bod (Euodia) lob wolf (lobo)
tor bull (tore) lod (Elodia)
trom top (trompo) 15k (loco)
db tassel of corn plant lSky turkey (guajolote)
dot's (Eudoxio) lom Lorca Bonita
kop (Pr-ocopio) ioi (lola)
kob (Jacob) lor parrot (loro)
kok coconut (coco) low lizard
kost coast (costa) ros (Rosa)
koz thing (cosa) roty curly. vkoC car (coche) rom (Romeo)
konc sea shell (concha) ray roll (rollo)
k&l male turkey rbw throb
kow overcast, y^ oven
koh lame (cojo) ybn virgin
k' 01} ■tree trunk yow stallion (garanon)
ky6h (Teofilo) gV deaf
gbp armadillo zb * W scaly
gop mute lb’ fence
gom plastic (goma) rb* door
g3y (Gregorio) yb' w fern
tSolc Indian pooly (Apolinar)
^og (Crisogono) bob hot coals
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to5 top, head t&ny
to5p garbage dub
do 5 sun dugy
doBb feather kub






moor tan (moro) ky$g
n V o  5? God (dios) g%
loon Aron 6&P
loBw bird's crop gugy
lyoo a name -Vguc
ryoo kidney (rinon) g&I
yook a people gfis' $ UZ fine grained gus
Hr fine gun
Hi rubber (hule)v . g&n
Sly (Paula) gftl
piut whore (puta) gul
PkyBl tomato g$ly
bur donkey (burro) cun
bgu knot- J&L
bju* rattle of a snake f t
hzHn rattle s&b
bruy tan sHg
byu road runner M
byub leaf cutter ant V-sus
byud widow (viuda,o) Ibny
byul rendered fat lurk
byun deer fly mult








































ntl . th, and lump
nu'£ l anuncio; byuftz spider
numbr t aber (nvmero) blyufi cave
nd&b r> lerical [tP] du& banana, curse
njuh c - >p kuCtky hornet's nestv y* n*- gJup t uens i.ve ku5g dove
i)ĝ s bi i ku2,g alter
ny5p t- ache ku£s buzzard
lup (t idalupe) kruuz cross (cruz)
luk (Iieas) kyu5t forty
lus (1 Tio, luz) gu&b broom
lyu ro D. gufio rotten
lySp da guSz hunt
ly*ky vine guus£ old
lyfi? sharp [+?] guftl rust
1 yfiJ tongue SU& adobe
lyul brea t skuCtl fragrant
ru you op] suup six--1 • • , • • ./ . v ■ . .
r5p both _+Pl a£kuft Juquila
rSb tena te nuftn bed, splint
rud rue ( 'uda) egg
huny June iunio) i)gu?ily ripple
huly July juiio) nyuu few
hunt meet! g (junta) lyuuly tadpole
yS he, ground yuu cargo
yftb round +P] rutlb healthy, stror










APPENDIX I I  
VERB PARADIGiYiS
This section of the appendix is organized into two 
parts. The first part consists of a list of verbs whose 
paradigms appear in the second part. Accompanying each 
entry is the underlying form of the verb stem and a list of 
minor rules, diacritics and restrictions required to 
pz-oduce the correct surface forms found in the paradigms, 
Two or three UF’s occur for verbs that can be causativized, 
the second and third forms consisting of the verb stem with 
causative prefix and underlying tone. Sometimes th>sre are 
several spellings given for UF*s. These spellings do 
not necessarily represent suppletive stems. In most 
cases r-ules could be written to account for these forms.
I have not done so hers primarily because they represent 
alternations that are rare.
The second part of this 







represent every alternation in the language of whi b I 
am aware. The paradigm of every verb referred to in .. ctions
2.2  and 2.3 occurs in this section. Verbs are ordered 
according to underlying stem initial segment, and every 
possible stem initial segment is represented.
The: basic, verb paradigm is discussed under verb
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morphology (section 2.1). The second person paradigm is 
included only when it differs from first person paradigm. 
Likewise, the third person paradigm is included only 
when it differs from the second person paradigm. Since 
contraction of the subject pronoun suffix is regular, 
sufficient information is given to construct the full 
paradigm of each verb. In a ft; instances some character­
istics of a form in a paradigm are not accounted for by the
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rules applying to the listed UF's. Those forms
followed by *.
fold 1 [&c#kyftp3 [+PD
£t+h£#kyftp] MR 2 3
fall asleep Z £§.I#pka&l} MR23, [-R9J
do 3 £ylfcy3
understand 4 £ yhrxy] [~R9J
stand up 5 £y£s#z$3 MR11, MRŜ f, MR53
descend 6 Cy&t] MR11, C+M]
£l+y§t} MR5^
£l+y§t] MR5^
remain ? £yeeny] MR19
£z*yeeny} MR19
anchor 8 £yeez} MR26, C-R9]
£l+yees} MR5^» C-R9]
go I 9 Cy&, yaa} [+M]
go II 10 £y&» yaa] MRS 6, MR5^
scatter 11 f yi!lf£} C+M]
Cc+ySLc-} MR19, MR 53
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hunger 12 {y&n} [-R9]
make 13 [yaany] (>M]» [-R9]
{z+ya&ny] MR 5^
close 14 [yoow] C+m ], L-r 9]
[s-i-yoow] MR 191 MR53
ascend 15 Cy&p) MR11, MR26
ride 16 Cyub] [+M]
seek 1 ? Cyftb} MR11, MR12, [>ctxt R38]
thirst 18 (blgy} MRS
[k+blgy} MR19
return 19 {bls#ky§} MR23
’V ’ • ■' : 1 fl V' [ t+bll#lcy5} MR23
dig 20 Cta*J S  r  , ' ‘/ . . t  . » ... _
tumble 21 Ct&b} • ' : • • 'i • . - - • .[+P]
strike 22 Cell} MR2 , MR5. [+P3
whistle 23 Cdilw} m z
cross 24 [dedj
. . ) J , r v, ■ ■ ■
handle 25 [d&n] MR2, MR5
eat 26 [ d*w, abw} MR2, MR16, [+etxt MR43J
{k-i-d&w} M.R6, MR 19
sleep 2? {dais, taas} MR 2
£k+daas] MR6, MR19
grind 28 £do] MR2, MR31 MRKS, MR17, MR23
relate 29 (db#d$, rib] MR2„ MR3, MR23 t [+M]
catch 30 [dub] MR2 „ MR3, BIR16, [+K]: [-ctxt R35]
sing 31 {dul} MR2, MR3, MR16, MR17, [+M]





l i e  37 (guu]






see 43 [ siIk}













arrive I 55 CrS}
drill 56 {rixd}
MR2, C-ctxt R.35J 












E-ctxt R1 5 ]
MR49» [-ctxt R15]




MR2, MR5, MR16 
C-ctxt R15;]




Hii£ 57 irily} [-R9]
give 58 {rxk} m\k, MR 17
set 59 [rlX] MR2, MR17
call 60 (£•51) mr4
beat 61 [rbs] MR1, MR2
[k+rCiz] MR1 , MR 6, MR19
arrive II 62 [rh'nylQ
be bored 63 [S.+ } [seed] [-R9J
{yIky#zoed}
be cold 6b. C&+Hzlly}
be angry 65 [&+3{3l#lagy}MRl2,, [-R9]
be holy £&+3Clb&3 i: v’-ll
verbal!ser £&+} L-R5]
passive C ^ 3 L-H93
T Md 1«n tu V M »w ..
3p itv Ip caus
p gac ky&p r/ii tu*£ kyftp5.
H r^c kyftp nyi£ vtnZ ky&pa
r%V# g&y ky3p nyil ptu? k̂ fepg.
u nygyac ky?ip nyil ntuc? ky$pa
N wa? ky$p nyil w&tuc kyfcpa
N+P w&g&^ k^hp nyi£ waktuc? k̂ flpa
N+U+P wS.ng&c kyftp nyi£ ■ y  t fw&ntuc k̂  Spa
2p caus 3p caus
P tuc kyftp ru tu¥ ky5p nyii
H kyhp ru rth£ kyhp nyil
C ptuc ky3ip ru pta? kyhP nyix
U ntuX kyfcp ru ntu$ kyhp nyix
Ksmemmmn
N w&t$£ ky$p ru
1 k z
wS.t£$ kybp nyia
N+ ' w&kt&K kybp T V wSJcttî  kybp nyil
M+l -F■ x t & t v ky?ip ru w&nttk? kybp nyil
fall asleep 2 
1? 2p 3p
P ga& pka&la ga¥  pkaSLI. ru ga^ pkaS.1 nyl
H r&s pka&Ia r&s pka&l ru r£s pkaS.1 ny.l
C gbs pka&la gul pkaal ru gus pkaal nyi
u nygyay pkriLla nygyas pkaal ru n̂ ĝ &ia pka&l :
N !p -'i pkallla wal pka&l ru wa^ pka§.l
N+P plcaSla v& g h lh  pkaS.1 ru w3.g5.¥ pkaHl n’
N+U+P i ^ng&s pkaala wang&s pk&al ru w&ng&I pkaS.1 :
P





H r kya riky ru
C b (cya biky ru
u n ĝ ik̂ 'a n^g^ik^ ru
N vr jriky| v?&yJky ru
N+P wi g^ikya w3.g^Iky ru
N+U+P wi ig^ik^a tf&ng^lk^ ru
u: derstand ^ . .:• V 1  ̂VV . ' >V( 1 . ■
1: 2p
P g er/a V *  V  -gJ en- ru
K r nya Vrerr ru
C | &nya W» V -■ g en- ru
u i V 8 n yfi v y .. y n"gJerr ru
N i lyerra w§yeny ru
N+P S.gySnya wS.g^n*5' ru
N+U+P ;’£mgy£n̂ i. w&ngy5ny ru
stand up 5 
Ip 2p 3p
P g^es sb g^es sbr y- - yg^es suzr
H yes sb yes sbr yes suny
C 'l.’ls sb wbs stir w&s suny
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u nygyes sb, n^g^es s&r y v„ - y r/g^es sun0̂
N w&yes s& w&yes sbr wHySs suny
N+P W&g^QS Stt wHg^Ss sftr w&£*vHs suny
N+U+P1 Yi&ng^es s& wHngres sHr . w&ng^gs sun
Ip caus 2p caus 3p caus
P les s;& Ics stir les suny
H v> * rses su rles aSu- rles sun:y*
C pies sb pies sb.r peas suny
U uses <ri rJes sfir v* - y nses surr
N wH.se s s£t wiiles sStr wHles suny
N+P wHkses wHkses sHr wSkses suny




H yeia yet ru
C beta. b§t ru
u nygyfcta n^g^et ru t. • v / . x / . '  «.'•* .
N v/Hyeta wHye t ru
N+P wHg^eta ru . -
N+U+P wHng^eta wangy&t ru
lp caus 2p caus
P I§ta let ru ; v - + ; . ■
H rleta rl§t ru
C pleta pset ru
U nleta nlet ru
N wHleta w§J§t ru
N+P wHkleta wHklet ru
N+U+P wSnl&ta wHnlet ru
lp caus 2p caus
P leta lit ru
H rlSta rlet ru
C bleta blet ru



































































N w&seessa w^seez ru
N+P v&k¥eeza w&Jcŝ e&z ru
N+U+P w&nseeza wSnse&z ru
go I 9 
ip 2p 3p
P y *g a ĝ !kr*~ y- y
H ryaa ry&r - y ryarr
C byaa byfir byair
u y v - n g aa n^g^ar* y y - rr aan
N waya wSiySr* w&yan*^
N+P w5.g^aa wS.g*8.r wSg^any
N+U+P w&ng+aa w&ng^&r wS.ng^an^
gc II 10 
ip 2P 3p
P U <?&r* can̂ '
H rza rz&r rsan^
C wlg a w*g &r
U n^g^aa nyg? ar* ^ a a n *
N wSiya w&yHr* wSLiyan̂
N+P w a & wfi$any
N+U+P wSnca wanĉ .r w&n^an^
“The same thing is happening to the tone of go I 9 
and go II 10 and eat 2 5. Go I and go II have acquired [+Pl m  P and N of the 2p, 3p~*3tem« The tones of these 
forms are therefore not grammatically perturbed. {ynyl}
53p fern', however, causes regressive perturbation by R^l. 
Tone is grammatically perturbed on 2p, 3p » U to falling tone The tons patterns of these forms could be accounted for 
by breaking up R8: perturber adjustment so that only the 
2p and 3p N and P are adjusted, and then write a rule adjusting tone on 2p and 3p U only to falling tone. I 
have not done so because only three words require these changes.
scatter 11 
3p itv ip caug 2p caus
p g^aK nyl caaKa Kaa£ ru
H ryac nyX V  -y<rrcaaca V  ,kvrca&c ru
r bya£ nyX pcaa^a p£a&c ru
u nygya? nyl V  -Voncaaca n&aa& ru
N w&yae nyi wS.oaa^a w&eaa.c ru
N+P a y-»v V*, w&grac rrx w§Jccaaca w&kca&c ru
N+U+P wSng^a^ n^X w2tn$aaca wS.nc??§.X ru
hunger 12
Ip 2p
P y- -g ana gyan ru
H rSna rSm ru
C by&na by&n ru
a
y y- -
) T ana nJ gy an ru
N w&yana w&yan ru
N+P w&g^&na w&g^&n ru
N+U+P w&ng^&na w&ngy§.n ru
make .13 
3p itv Ip caus 2p caus
P g^an^ zaa sair
H rya§tny rzaa rzaar
C bya=Ln:> bsaa bsaar
U n^g^aan^ n zaa nzaar
N w2tyany wilaaa wSsaar
N+P w&g^alta^ w&ksaa w&ksaar
N+U+P w&ng^;a&ny w&nsaa w5.nsaa.r
close 14- 
3p itv Ip caus 2p caus
P gy6w nyX soowa soow ru
H ryoow nyX rsoowa rsoSw ru
C byobw nyl psoowa psobw ru
U n V S w  nyi nsocwa nscow ru
N w&y6w nyX wSisoowa wS.soow ru
N+P w&g^o&w nyl wllksoowa wSJcsobw ru




p cupa ^up ru
K rsupf. rzup ru
C gupa gbp ru
U nygyupa rg^up ru
N w&yupa w&yup ru
N+P w&^upa ru
N+U+P wJLn^upa wStn&Jp ru
lp caus 2p caus
P lupa ^up ru
H r&upa rXup ru
C psupa p^up ru
u nsupa nlfipru '/4 t
N w&Iupa w&Iup ru '■ ■; y >
N+P w&ki^upa w&k&up ru b tip
N+U+P w&nlupa wSnlup ru
ride 16 ;v. . . i /»•: - i*  * t U \  t V  ■ * * v r i g ; ;  . i \ 3 3  W K . ; - .  V./ ■ - '  v , . v  • '  :  : j
K v r v * * '• • '• •• *  . - * < lp 2p ■ .  i ■;
p gyuba gyu‘b ru
H ryuba ryub ru • - I r  • . ?  * -  / / . ' f
C byuba byub ru ■ / ■ v ■
V n^g^uba nygyub ru | m  y
N w&yuba w3.yub ru
N+P w&g^uba wSi^ub ru • ",''
N+U+P wSLng^uba wkng^ub ru
seek 17 
IP 2p 3p
P y&ba y&b ru yuub nyi
H ryOba ryfcb ru ryub nyl
C byuba by&b ru byub nyl
U nyuba nyub ru nyuub nyl
N w&yUbf, w2Ly(Sb ru wSiyuub ny 1
N+P w&g^ba wHg',rUb ru wS.ĝ ’ub ny!




p k^lg^a kwlgy ru kwlgy nyil
H rblgya rblg'7 ru rbT.gy nyI
C blgya bl.gy ru big* nyl
U mbig^a rcb2gy ru mblgy nyil
N w^blg^a w&blg^’ ru w£blgy nyii
N+P w&kwlgya w&kwlgy ru wakw?.gy n'v 1







H rkwixg^a rkwilg^ ru
C pk^iig^a P-: ilgJ ru
U i}kwilg a i}k*iigy ru
N w2dtwilgy|. w&k‘,ilgy ru
N+P wSJcwiig^a wSk^ilg^ ru
N+U+P w&nkv;iigya w&nkAilgy ru
return 19 
In 2p
P ka  kyi kus kyar
H roll kya rbls kyar
C d£s kya bll kyar
U minis kya rabxs kyar
N w&bil k,%£ w&bis kyar
N+P w&kul kya w5k5s kyar
N+U+P wSLnkuS kya w§nk&I kyar
Ip caus 2p caus
P tus kya tug kyar
K rtus kya rtal kyar
C ptul kya pt&g kyar
U ntus kya ntu£ kyar
N w&tuX kya wS.tus kyar
N+P w&ktus kya wSJctbs kyar




p ta* ta’r ta'ny
H rtae rt&'r rt&*ny
C p ta* ptll'r pt&'ny
U nta* nta'r nta*ny
N w'&t a’ w&ta'r w5.ta' ny
iN'+P w&kta* wiUktSl'r w&ktS' n”







H rt&ba rtftb ru
C pt^ba pthb, ru
U nt&ba nttib ru
N w&tdba wSttlb ru
N+P wSkttkba w&kt&b rfi






H rtftb nyii rd&dtiba
C pt&fb n.yii bd&d&ba
u ntfcb r/il ndudSba
N w&t&b nyil YfSduddba
N+P w&kttib nyii w&gdtkdtiba
N+U+P w&ntub nyii wSndbdfcba
strike 22 
lp 2p 3p mas
P d* kyir ky:.y
H rdi rgylr rgyiy
C bdl bdlr bdfy
u ndl nygylr n-Viy
N wStal vv&ylr wSyly
N+P wSgdl w&kylr wfeky£y
N+P-i p wSnd£ w3nkyIr wSnkyxy
sassm
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3p fern Ip pass 2p pass
p kylny dug'll dugylr
H rgyiny rd5gyl rdCi^lr
C bd£ny bdftgyl bdfrgylr
y nygylny ndugyi ndug^lr
N w5y £ny w5dugyl wSdugylr







P diwa kyIw ru
H rdiwa rgyilv; ru
C bdiwa bdilw ru
u ndlwa nygyZw r$
N wS.dxwa w5ylw ru • • . • • •  , . .  : : j . '  ■ • *  . - ■
N+P tr&gdlv/£ w5kyilw ru
N+U+P wSndiwa 
cross 24
wS.nkyilYr ru . • V  • '  '  • <. \
■ ■ - ' • A ;  . 0 , ' : lp 2p • • • ' . 'A  »  »  *  ■ v  • vA s ' ’ ■ ■» : / •■■■■: '
p deda ded ru
■ ' ; Sw?>: ■ r ;  ( .
H rdeda rded ru ■A ■■■ ■' ■-■'■■A
c ode da bded ru
u ndeda nded ru Y?f' ■ ■ ■ / : ’ ’ * . >
N wS.de da w5d£d ru • - ■ ' V . '  v  ■




IP 2p Ip pass
P dana gan ru dugSna
H rdana r5n ru rdSgSna
C bdana bd5n ru bd5g5n|.
U ndana nygyaan ru ndug5na
N wild ana wan ru w5.dug5.na
N+P w5gdana" wS.g3.ri ru w5gd5g5na





lp 2p 3p fern
p daw g&r* .<* Vgorr
H rd£w r&r rony
G bdav? bd5r bdony
U ndaw n^g^or* nygyo5ny*
N w5,daw v/or -* v worr
N+P w&gdaw wlig&r w&gony
N+Ut-P w&ndaw wllngfcr w£.ngony
lp caus 2p caus
P goowa goow ru
H rgoowa rgoSvf ru
C bgoowa bgobw ru
U nuoowa rjgoow ru
N w&goowa w&goow ru
N+P w5.gogwa w5.gofcw ru
N+U+P w&n^oovra w&ngofcw ru
slee-p 27 ■ • "•• "■ ■ - "■ f, 1‘:';‘v V ':, .■. •.;■ ■ ’ "' •
lp 2 p ..v • ' •■'■V 'V :v'V.V '• '• v'1 .v :,,v Vv * ■ .. ■ .
Z>A -UH.Sol gas ru At*. *- .-pi
H rdasf. ra&s ru .* • , y3, • ‘/*
C bdasa pta&s ru • ' - • :
U ndasa r/g^aas ru P-r ;.p < ' <  ’ >y
N w^dasa wfs ru pAj. p0%-- v .+5
N+P w&gdasa w&gais ru
N+U+P w&ndasa wUriga&s ru
lp caus 2p caus
P gaasa gaas ru
H rgaasa rgaks ru
C bgaasa bga&s ru
u )}gaasa rjg&as ru
N wHgaasa •wSLgaSs ru
N+P wSgaasa w&ga&s ru
P+U+P wllngaasa. wSingaSs ru
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P do du gor n&r
H rdo du rb nftr
C bdo du bsb n\ir
U ndo du n^g^oo rv&r
N w&ao du wo nftr
N+P wStgdo du w§.gb n&r
N+U+P wUndo du w&ngb nftr
catch 30
Ip 2p
P duba kub ru
H rdCibS rub ru
C bduba bdub ru
U nduba nyg*Yuub ru
K w&duba wub ru
N+P w&gduba wSUcub ru
N+U+P wSnduba w§.nkub ru
sing 31 
IP 2p
P dula gfSl ru
H rdula rill ru
C bdula bill ru
U ndula n^g^uul ru
N w&dula wul ru
N+P w&gdula w&gul ru
N+U+P w&ridula w&ngul ru
I
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k ill  32 
Ip 2p
F duta kfit ru
H rduta r&t ru
C bduta bilt ru
U nduta nyg^ut ru
N w&duta wtit ru
N+? w&gduta w&k&t ru
N+U+P w&nduta w&nk&t ru
Ip mot aux 2p mot aux
? Zsi. tuta ca tut ru
H raa tuta r z & t&t ru
C gwa tuta gw& tat ru
U nygya tuta nygya t&t ru
N **&ya tuta w&ya t&t ru
N+F 'w&ba tuta w3t$Si t&t ru
N+U+P w$ri?& tuta. w&n<£§. tftt ru











P du*na ga‘n ru
H rdu'na r& ’n ru
C bdu'na g&’n ru
u ndu’na nygya'n ru
N w&du'na w a ’n ru
ri+p w&gdu*na w&g&'n ru
N+U+P w&ndu * na wSngS.' n ru
love 35
Ip 2p 3p
p ha Icar - y
H rka rk5r rk3.ny
C pkf. pk&r pkany
U qka rjk&r i}kaa ny
N w&ka wB.kar wHkaarr^





P g&yft gay&r gayumr'
K rgayG rg&yur rg&yuuny
r>V dgayu bglyur bg&yuuny
u i)glyu rjgayur gg£yuuny
N wS.gay§ wag&yur v&gayuuny
N+P v?&gayu w&g&yur wS.ĝ yv.yn̂













P M a c.t c ru &£J? nyl
H v«V'rcica y*V *rdic ru reiic nyI
C pl'j.Sa p£i& ru PXi£? nyl
U n M a n5*£$ ru n^ilS nyl
N »§.c5.& ru w?i$i ic nyl
N+P w&kci^a wak££ d- ru v/SktiixK nyl




p V ̂ * joxja lop ru Von nyl
H r̂ brja r^5p ru rjorj n*l
C b̂ 5r) ru bjop nyl
u n̂j orja n^op ru nyS?) nyI
N w&yoija vr&Jot) ru wS.y6r) nyl
N+P w^kcdrja vf&k&dij ru wSk̂ or) nyl






H rcooija rood;-} ru
C pcoorja pco5r) ru
U ncooi}a nZoory ru
N w§.Xooj)a wUXocrj ru
N+P w&kcoopf. w^k?our) ru
N+U+P w^n^oo^a w&.nca?>5} ru
faint 40 
IP 2p 3p
P JVwa j5'w ru y^'w nyil
H ribs wa rj&'w ru ry^’w nyil
C bjb‘wa 030'w ru bj&'w nyix
U n'j58 wa nj5'w ru njb'w nyi x
N w^Jb'wa wI,]o;w ru w&y&'w rrvix
N+P w&kcVwa wSkcd’w ru wSk^Vw nyil
N+U+P w§.n c&0w| w&ncVw ru wSrcU*w nyii
slice 4-1 
Ip 2p 3p
P suga sug ru suug nyM
H rsuga rsSg ru rsSg ny5
C psuga psiig ru psig ny5
U ns&gf. n3ug ru nsuug nyJ.
N w&suga wS.sug ru wasuiig r>yl
N+P wlLksUga w&ksftg ru wSksfcg nyl
N+U+P w&nsuga w&ns&g ru w&ns&g nyX
lp 2p 3p pass
p z l zir duzilny
H r z l rzilr rdfczi!ny
C wl wilr bdSzi?.ny
U nzx nzixr nduzilrr’
N wS.zi wSzxr wSduziln^
N+P Welles X w&ksilr wSgdSzilry
fr-HJ+P wfinsi w§.nsilr w&natiziln*'
see *5-3 
lp 2p
P z aka zak ru
H rzSLka rz&k ru
C bza&ka bza&k ru
U naaka nzak ru
N w&zakj. wazak ru
N+P w^isSka w&ks&k ru v . .7: :■•:; ,•'. ,7.
M+U+P w&n3&ka w&ns&fc ru
smoke *}4
lp 2p
P saaya zaay ru
F rsaaya rza&y ru
C bzaaya bza&y ru 7:,;
u n*£»aya nzaay ru
N wStaaaya wHzaay ru
N+F w&ksaaya w&ksa&y ru







N w Jlzu wSzSr
N+P w&ksu wfUcsfcr
iN+U+P w&nsu wSnsdr










Ip 2p 3p caus
P six silr dflliln*
K V. vrail rlilr rdftsilr/
C psii v.„ paxxr bdftliin̂ '
U v. *. nsix rj£ilr ndu^iSn^




















N+P wSlgne* w&gn£ *r







H rating' rd&n& * r
n bd&n%* bdftnS9 r
u ndunS* ndunfe* r
N w&dunS* w&uun£•r
N+P w&gd&nf.1 w&gdSln&'r
N+U+P w&nd?tn&* w&ndfinfe8 r
guard 49 
lp 2p 3p
P nya y*rr ar V ~ V rr aarv-
H rnya rny2Lr rnyany
C mny| mnyIr Y- vmrr air
U nynyar v y - v rr rr aan-
N w0Lnya wSnyar w&nyaany
N+P w&gnya wSgny&r w&gnyany
N+U+P vr5jnrya warmer wknn^any
divide 50 •" ‘ $ >’$ v ■: ■; •'p
ip 2p ■. '. > •:. ■; • - •. '
P lewa lew .ru
H rlewa rl£w ru ■
C blewa blew ru
u nlewa nlew ru
N w&lewa w&Xew ru
N+P w&glewa w&glew ru
N+TT+P w8.nl ewa wStnlew ru
wait 51 
Ip 2p 3p
P l&za kwSz ru kw5z nyii
H rl^za rb£z ru rb&z nyii
C bl&zjt blfiz ru blSz nyil
TJ nlSza mb£z ru mb&z rr iI
N wS.lSzf. w&b&z ru w&b8z nyil
N+P w?tgl&za w&kw§fe ru w&kw&z nyil




, w  - -k zb.
2p caus
, w ~ k e r r u
H y; - .Tit seza. rk,#e£s ru
C , w - » pk eeza pkW e5 z ru
u , w - - 37k eeza i)kw eez ru
N wikw eesa w3J:v/eez ru
N+P w&k^eeza w&kw e£z ru
N+U+P wHnkweeza winkw eiz ru
distribute 52 
Ip Z p 3p pass
P leza - \r «*» «+ k^es ru dug^eSz ny?
H rleza rg^eSz ru rd&g^eSz nyl
C blSsa blelz ru bdftg^eSs r / l
U nleza n^g^eez ru ndug^e&z ny*
N w&leza w&yez ru w&dug^e&z
N+P w&gieza w&k^eiz ru w8gd&gye£z nyI
N+U+P winleza winkyeSz ru w&ndig^eiz
empty 53






H rlaata rla&t ru -/;+ f+:
C blaata blait ru
U nlaita nlaat ru ' $ .v.:;
N w&laata w&laat ru ■ ;■ v ,
N+P w&glaEta w&gla&t ru )A\ /'■ .ik1'1-.,' ' ’■ ’ ■ • ; .
















p mri rxr • r ym r r
H drl drir driny
C bri brlr brl ny
U nri nrlr * t Vnrurr
N w&rl w&rlr - t  ywarn rr
N+P w&grJ wSgrlr wSgr!ny
N+U+P w&nrl w&hrlr wanriny
drill 56
Ip 2p
P rlda kyid ru
H dr xda rg^ild ru
C brida briid ru
U nr Ida ng^ixd ru
N w&rxda w&yxd ru
N+P w3.gr I da w&kyild ru
N+U+P w&nrxda w§jrikyiid ru % r$£ ■ |
slip 57 \ ' . , , ' \ / ■ , / ■ . „ . a, ■_
ip 2p
P rllya rlly ru
H drllya drlly ru
C brllya brxly ru
u nril^a nrxly ru
N w3rllya w&rll*' ru
N+P w&grxlya w3gr£ly ru
N+U+P w&nrxlya w&nrxly ru
£ive 58
Ip 2p
P rxka kwxk ru
H drlka rblk ru
C brxka brilk ru
U nrlka rnbxk ru
N w&rlka w&blk ru
N+P w&grlka. w3kwlk ru

















































k ru . -y »rbsj ru 
bril ru 
mbey ru 
ŵ bê j rfi 





















p r£i'ny£ ru' ny&r ru * nyany
H br& * ny& dr 5 * nyi?Lr dr 5i.'nyany
C brtt\ny| br’a"ny2ir brS * r*yany
U nru * n“ JL nru * ny31r nru*nyany
N wi.ru' ny§. w5.ru' ny&.r w&ru * nyany
N+P wigrfi, *ny& wigrft * nyXr w&grft * r? in'
N+U+P w&nrSi * ny§. w&nrS' ny§.r \Y&nr&'nyan'
be bored 63 
Ip 2p
P g§.z§da g&zed ru
K r&ze&da rSse&d ru
C gftze&da g&ze&d ru
u r/g^azeSda nygyaae$d ru
N wazeSda wazeld ru
N+P w&g&se&da w&g&ze&d ru
N+U+P w&ng&ze&da wing^ze&d ru -;’■ \ , i . •;
(do bore) '
Ip 2P
P g ^ k y se&da se&d ru
H r£lry se^da r£ky se&d ru
C bik^ se£da bxk^ se&d ru
\) ■ nygyiicy seida seSci rS
N w&yxir^ seida r&yxky se3d ru
N+P vig^Ik^ se&da wig^ik^ se5d ru




P «w* V V.0gazxl^a gazxly ru
H ri.zxlya rizxly ru
C g&zllya g&zxly ru
u nygyfi,a£lya nygyazxly ru
N wazxlya M f -. V •wazil- ru
N+P w2tg&zxlya w&g§.zxly ru
N+U+P w5.ngizilya wing§LZXly ru
163
p





H rzl lagya rzl lag3̂ ru
C gfczl lag^a gSsl lagy ru
U n,ygyazl lag^a n̂ ĝ az-l lag*' ru
N wS.zl lag^a w£?.i lagy ru
N+P w2tg§zl lag^a w&g&zi lag^ ru
N+U+P w&ng&zl lagya w&ng&zi lagy ru
be holy 66 
Ip 2p 3p
P g&ta g&tar g&tar/
H rS.t| r&t&r rSitan^
C g&t& g&thr gatan^
U n^g^atii r/g^at&r n V a t a n ‘v
N wata wat&r watany
N+P wHg&tfi v&g&tlx w&g&tary
N+U+P w§jig&tS. w&nglltlirr #  9-
ŵ ngSLtan-7
■ ; , yv ':  v - .
APPENDIX III
PAPABUCO EQUIVALENCES
In this section of the append >: I include TZ equival 
prices for the Elotepec (EZ) Zapotec orms citeu in Rendon 
(1971). EZ words are cited in Rendon's orthography. S is 
s. Z is I. ch is c. ? is glottal stop, dx is j. N 
X 3 jflS.S X v»X on on the previous vowel. High tone is 1.
Low tone is 2, Rising tone is 3• Failing tone is 4. 
Neutral tone is unmarked, All other symbols are self 
evident„
■The gloss in the third column is for TZ. V/hen the 
EZ gloss differs I include it in parentheses. Sometimes 
EZ words are morphologically complex and although I can 
recognize the parts, they do not form an acceptable expres 
sion in TZ. For those forms I cite the TZ equivalents on 
separate lines with a separate gloss for each morpheme.
EZ TZ
1. a3N rfK3, I
2. ru^ a>ru you
3. bi^ge^na^ de ubngt we
4. ndxe^ naS that
5* ire"*" rh there
6. , 1 ~-lchu -ni ni whose
164
7. i  3 - 1la -na
165 
IS. na what kind
3.
(qua)
wa'̂ hka'*' wSk (a) can not
9-
(no)
de1la de IS all




12. chc2ppa2 kySp two
13. i^iyi lly big
14. ■ 1̂. •tu ni t$ny long
15- aii7iN • ~ yaim* little
16. e~mya'1 mnyaa woman
17. .1 12 ge ye
cy : f: •
yS gyeey man
18. mbetchc mbeky people
19. bala bSl fish
20. i'^SSki^ni bird
21. tchitti ?e* dog
22. e'!'pcha7a pkya’ louse
23. yaga y&g tree




26. 4lyu lyu root
2?. lede lSd bark
28, gidi gyld skin
29. ba'la beSl meat
I
1 66
30. rene r&n* blood
3 1 . ritti rlt bone
3 2. za^ Z!a grease
3 3. ngo i) gua egg
34. ya g gi kki y^g wood, tree
(cuerno) glKy paper
3 5. ne3N n% my tail
36. debe do5b feather
3 7. gi1ssi1kki gylch hair
CO ikki Ik head
39- i"*'dâ ga gyld&g ear
40. uXr lo3 fcrlfc eye
4l. tiX?niN tl»ny its smell
(nariz)
42. ru‘~7u ruJ mouth
4 3. leye l3.y teeth
44. lyuZa^M i M i my tongue
45. chog-, sog- finger nail
46. gya7aXN syV my foot
47. ikkchiba~N tlba my knee
48. ya yaS. hand
49. sa1N barriga
50. gye'na N y5rrva my neck
51. n?dxi^ nig* breast milk
(teta) lgy mammary gland
52. lEre llirdob spirit
(corazftn)
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53- 3iga^N (esp.) higado
54. erdu17u1N rd&* I drink
55. 3 1erda wa N rdaw I eat
56. 1 3 ] erzo b le ya 'N rzub sit
(morder) l&ya my teeth
5?. 1 1 e rgwa N rgwii I see
53. re^na^N r&n^a I hear, understand
59. re1t le^ra^N rat lagya I know
60. e^red^sa^N rdasa I sleep
6l. getta^N gata I will die
6 2. dutta^N duta I will kill
63. • 3v t % ■ ■'*? : •nadar
64. gya1®se1baiN g^es ascend
(volver) ba sky
N I
6 5. eria N rsa I walk
66. 3yappa N yapa I come
67. erbissa^N r&blM I lay
68. riiba1N rxiba we sit
6p. su^N zu I stand
70. du^N du I bring
■ (dar)
71. e^rnia^N rnee I say
?2 . do do& sun
73. beie be&y moon
?L'. ba1 lSe1 bSl star
75. Nissi nls water
76. kye1ye gy§y rain
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77 . itta?a gyit&9 rock
78. yu1 7u1 Z.i yti sand (lit. fine dirt)
79. 4yu yS dirt
80. 3 z§. cloud
8 1. Ze^ne Yi'ny smoke
8 2. gi^ gyl fire
83. .. 1 „ . 1  di ?rix di *ny ash
•
-3*CO rikki rlk give
(arder) gyl fire
85. nasa n§z road
86. ru? besse Hi* mouth
(cerro) blky mountain top
8 7. ni'na^ n$ nya red
88, ni-kka?a n& ka* ;.g^en
89. nin-ke^Se1 mil k&K yellow
90. nin-ke^che1 n# kaky white
91. , 1 1 nin-ka ssa mi kas black
92. rail a rel night
93 0 .4 . z i gx ssxg hot
94, 4ra ga r&e cold
95. uZa^ y& full
96. kubi kub new
97. na^ppa n^p good
98. yû toi1 y$b round
99. W 3 . io b »3 . dry
100. l a ? 1& name
APPENDIX IV
RULE SUMMARY
This part of the appendix consists of two parts.
In the first part, all rules are listed in their final 
form. The different types of rules are distinguished: 
syntactic©-phonological rules, phonological rules, and 
processes. And, the relationship of these rules to the 
natural phonemic level is indicated.
In the second part, all rules which are extrinsically 
ordered are listed. Under each rule is a summary of its 
relationship with other rules. These relationships 
determine its order.
I have not included relationships that exist between 
phonological px-inciples operating above the natural 
phonemic level and those operating below the natural 
phonemic level. Since principles operating above the 
natural phonemic level affect morphemes that alternate, 
there are many such constraints. I have also excluded 
from the rule summary surface structure constraints. The 
constraints are often violated in the UF. They therefore 





S Y N TA CTI CO - PHQ1MQLQGI CAL
MRIs a-subs ti tution
u --- >■ a / +___ __V in [2p, 3p» caus} stem
MR 21 deletion and k~substitution










ld,r] — *> 0 /  +.
MR4s b-substituti on
Car * 1 3 — *  b / +_
MRS: g~substitution
ld,l.»r} * & /  +_
Y in {2p,3p} C stem
Y_in (2p,3p} not C stem 
_V in pass stem
MR6 s deletion 3
a — i> 0 /  +_ in caus stem
R?i adjectival tone
+T hi 




V -- -*• [+P] / in £P»U,N}
Ip subject tone adjustment 
[ - T  h i ]  — >  [ I f  xqj  /  in  IP  l R
conditions (1) clitic bound
(2) can apply only once within clitic 
boundary
RIO s potential tone adjustment
r+T hi[-Tp hi]  ̂ -T low,
conditions (1) clitic bound
V  in CP,U,N} L.H
(2) can apply only once within clitic 
boundary
M i l l : H tone adjustment
IT+T hi ' l  /  
*  L-t low]'[”T hi] in H
conditions clitic bound
MR!2; tone readjustment
[+T hi] ---■> [+T low]
HI_)s stress placementV —--> [4-stress*] /
stem
Rl4-s velar deletion 2k ~ >  # / +_____ +G in the N stem
R15* laryngeal reductionv ---C-lar] / ______T hift  1 T low]
MR161 U-laryngealination 
> [•+lar] / in [2p(3p] U stem
MR17 i C-laryngeali zati on
y .— — *. f+lar] / in [2p,3p] C stem
KR18 s lp»laryngealisation
v --- > [tlar'J / in Ip stem
MR19 s causative laryngeal!zation
y — — => [+lar3 / in caus stem
PHONOLOGICAL ROLES
R20 s passive voicing
C .[+vd] / {du+}________ _V
BSR21: z-deletion
a — --> $ / b.
R22: b-lenitionb — — »' w / [+obsl -cons-K
MR23* vowel raising and rounding y — — > u / Cw __
[>»rnd“]
MR24e velar deletion 3 
g -- 0 /  ____ ___w
R25 s w-deletionw ----> 0 / C_ V[+rnd]












I <xfrt | 
(j3rnd_,
2
~ 4-hi 1 




R28: vowel frontingV ------- r+frt]
f 4rnd -? l-rndj[ fnativej
R29: r-ob 3traanti z ation
r •***—— y d / r
R3V? velar voicing 1 pcbs? k -— -3»g / # L+vdJ
R31s geminate reduction
*  *  / _______ [ : T 1
R32s velar voicing 2A O  'V’"'?




[fobs3 --- » r»vcQ / r+obs“7 _____
MR 3U-S a-deletiona —— —^ 0 / r*f__ -Vprefix
R35x velar voicing 3
k — — > g / AVprefix
R3 6 s global voicing
k --- » g / £n, r] V // £d, 1, rl
R37: regressive devoicing
t4obsJ — £~vd] / _____ p-obsj













y-epenthesis/ ----> y / V_____V
[+frt3
regressive perturbation 2 " + syl n
-T hi 
+T low -P
-> [-T low 3 /
regressive perturbation 3
'+syl *i +syl-T hi ~-- ^ +T hi+T low -T low_+P mm
regressive nasalisation 
[-cons3 --- > £+nas3 /
contractiony ----> 0 /  y + C _____ __ ,
[‘-stressconditions word bounded 
vowel deletion 1v --- > 0 /  ____ V






r-T hi [+T hi 1 --------  0 PT hi-)+ T 
[+p
low [-T lowj [_-T lowj
regressive laryngealization 
v --- > C+lar3 / _______ C„ V
i W T a r r  °[+l ]
{_+ T lowj
progressive laryngealization 
V — > [+lar3 / V C
[+L3 [+p 3 £
vowel lowering
V --- * [-hi] / ____
[+frt] [+nasj
MR.50i b-nasalization 
h --- > [+nas] /





r ----> 0 /
MR53• y-deietion 2
y --- -*• j# /[+sib]_
MR5kt y“deletion 3
y ---- 0 /  !+_ _ _
MR55* y-deletion 4y ----» 0 / r









l+frt / L-rndJ VI+frt]
P2t tone lowering on laryngeal vowels 
O  T hi] - r " '■** r-T w  1 , v 
l.-*T lowJ t+larj
P3*. ton© lowering on checked vowels
[-T h i ] ---[+T low] / ..... V,
L-stressJ
P*h tone adjustment on unstressed vowels 
[+T hij — [-T low] / V
t-stress]
P?s nasal assimilation 
















d~lenition d —— -^C+cant] / V.conditions morpheme bound













. . , . /  •' $ v> r !
obstruent dsvoicingC . i_   ̂• ■ "> : {~ ’-Vdl / • :..
r+°*?s/
■ ■’ v. h :X..\ ■ , diphthongi za ti on




r devoicing , . ^








jzi -— > * / __ y
f+ant]/
^  [ +  COrJ' [+rnd]
glo ttali zati on[m*n,ny,l»y>w} --- > [+check] /[+check] J
glottal deletion 














PI 8: d~epenth.es is
icons
+ant "icons
tcor / t cor-sib -sib
-nas ohrdetyd ...
£








CONSTRAINTS ON HULK ORDER
Vj+rndj
MR1: a- sub s 11 tot i on 
feeds MR2
HR2; deletion 1 and k-substitutlon 
feed: MR1* R3S, R36, Ri+ii 
.ileeds R38 




MR6: deletion 3 
feed: R35 bleed: R38
R7: adjectival tone
feed: Rl5
MR8: pei*turber ad j us tment 
bleed: MR9, MR10 
feed: Rl+8„ Ri+5
MR9-11: tone adjustment rules
feed* R12. Rl5, RilO, Rill, Rii7 
bleed; MRos RipS 
MR12: tone readjustment
feed: MR9-11 R13: stress placement
bleed; PiiRl5; laryngeal reduction
feed; R7, MR9-11, bleed; P2 
a n t i f e e d ;  R16, MR19
177
MR 1.6 s U-laryngeal! zation 
feed* P2 
antifeed* R15MR1? s C-laryngealization 






antibleeds R2?MR21s z-deletion 
feeds R22 
R22 s b-lenitionfeed: MR3» MR4* R21, R23, R24, R25» R27 
bleeds R28, R33» R38 
antibleeds R38
MR23 s vowel raising and rounding 
feedIt R22
antibleedi MR24, R25 
R25 * w~deletion 
feeds R22 
bleeds R2? antibleeds R2?
R2?s switch in interpretation 
feeds R22, R38, PI 
bleeds R25
antibleeds' R20, R24, R25 
R28s vowel fronting 
feeds MR3 
bleeds R22 
R3Q s velar voicing 1 bleeds R38 
antifeeds R31 
anti bleed* R38 
R31: geminate reductionbleeds R38 
antifeeds R30 
R32s velar voicing 2 
bleeds R33
R33 s progressive devoicing bleeds R22, R30, R32 antibleeds R38 
R35* velar voicing 3 feed: MR2, MR6R36s global voicing 
feeds MR2R38s velar deletion 1 
feeds R2?
bleeds MR2, MR3* MR6, R22, R31 
antibleeds R22, R30, R33
I? 8
R39* y-epenthesis bleed: R44
R40> regressive perturbation 2 
bleeds M P.9-11 antibleed: P2
R4li regressive perturbation 3 
bleed t MR9-11 antibleedt R42 
R421 regressive nasalization 
antibleed 8 R4i, R43 
Rk'j i contraction 
feed t R46 
bleed: R44
antibleeds R42, R44 
R44: vowel deletion
feed: MR2 
bleed: R39, R43 antibleeds R43
R45: progressive perturbation 
feed: R47, MR8# P4 
bleed: MR9-11 
antifeedt P2f P3 antibleed: P2, P3 
R46: regressive perturbation 1 
feed s 843 
antifeed: P2, P3 
antibleed* P2, P3 
84? * regressive laryngeal!aation 
feed: MR9-H, R45, P2 
R48: progressive laryngeal!aation 
feed: MRS
PI: Nasal assimilation 
feed: R27
P2; tone lowering on laryngeal vowels 
feed* MR16-19. 847 bleeds R15 
antifeeds 845» R46 antibleeds R40s R46 
P3s tone lowering on checked vowels 
antifeed R45, R46 
antibleedt R46
P4: tone adjustment on unstressed vowels
feed: R45 









PlOs obstruent devoicing an ;ifeed: P7» P8 
antibleeds ?6, P8, P9
P15: glottal!nation 
feeds P16












i t v intransitive verb
lit literal translation
LR left to right iteration
mas masculine
MR minor rule
N n ega t iv e
ob j direct object
P potential aspect
pasts p ass iv e
p i p lu r a l
re sp re sp e c t
RL r i g h t  to l e f t  i t e r a t i o n





















su b je c t
t r a n s i t i v e  verb  
un rea l a sp ec t
Square brackets enclose distinctive features.
They enclose phonetic transcriptions. They enclose an ordered set of elements in a rule 
show correspondence with respective members of an 
ordered set of elements at another place in the 
rule. The first member of the ordered set in 
the first set of brackets corr*. jponds to the 
first member of the set in the second set of 
brackets, etc.
Parenthesis enclose optional elements.
Curly braces enclose a disjoint set of elements. 
They also enclose the underlying form of 
morphemes.
// enclose the phonemic transcription.
/ is to be read “in the environment of."
//___ is to be read "when the environment is
underlying." It refers to a global environment.
C refers to any [-syl] segment.
C£ refers to at least i f -syl] segments and as 
j [-syl] segments.
V refers to any [+syl] segment.
Y. refers to a segr nt that is [>s;yl, 1 long]
Vs refers to a segment that is [+syl, 2 long]
[oi F] indicates that the segments containing the 
variable <* ag e in all feature specifications 
except when idicated otherwise.
[ot pt] indicates that segments containing the 
variabl ' a agree in all point -of-articulation
f eati.r ^.
The ius sign marks a morpheme boundary.
■/ marks a c l i t i c  boundary 
# marks a word boundary
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